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ABSTRACT

Essays on the Quality of Government

Rainer Schwabe

I examine how voters use elections to select the candidate most suited to a

given o¢ ce.

In chapter 1, I propose a model of representative democracy in which the

value of holding o¢ ce and candidate identity are endogenous. There is a trade-o¤

between limiting the rents from holding o¢ ce and being able to attract society�s

brightest to public service. The quality of government is jointly determined by

equilibrium levels of candidate ability and allocation of resources to the public

good. Comparative statics suggest that while increasing the power of a political

post may attract higher ability candidates, it may also have a negative e¤ect on

the quality of government. The model also provides insights into the motivation

of weak challengers.

In chapter 2, I study a model of in�nitely repeated elections in which voters

attempt simultaneously to select competent politicians and to provide them with
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incentives to exert costly e¤ort. Voters are unable to incentivize e¤ort if they

base their reelection decisions only on incumbent reputation. However, equilib-

ria in which voters use reputation-dependent performance cuto¤s (RDC) to make

reelections decisions exist and support positive e¤ort. In these equilibria, politi-

cians�e¤ort is decreasing in reputation, and expected performance is decreasing in

tenure. Like the equilibria in Ferejohn 1986, RDC equilibria rely on voters being

indi¤erent between reelecting incumbents and electing challengers. I show that

this voter-indi¤erence condition is closely related to weak renegotiation-proofness

(Farrell and Maskin 1989).

In chapter 3, I present a model of campaign �nance in primary elections in

which campaigns supply hard information about candidates�electability. Focusing

on a class of equilibria in which informed voters vote according to the signal they

observe, I show that bandwagons can arise in equilibrium when a third party is

�nancing campaigns, and should be accompanied by a cessation of funding for the

trailing candidate.

To address the controversy surrounding the timing of presidential primaries in

the United States, I examine the welfare e¤ects of making changes to the electoral

calendar. For relatively low campaign costs, a calendar with a block of voters

voting simultaneously early in the process, followed by the remaining voters voting

consecutively, is optimal for voters and the party. This result provides a rationale

for �Super Tuesdays�in U.S. presidential primaries. For higher campaign costs, a

sequential calendar is optimal. Donors always prefer a sequential electoral calendar.
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CHAPTER 1

Recruiting, Elections, and the Quality of Government

1.1. Introduction

The object of every political constitution is, or ought to be, �rst

to obtain for rulers men who possess most wisdom to discern, and

most virtue to pursue, the common good of the society; and in the

next place to take the most e¤ectual precautions for keeping them

virtuous whilst they continue to hold their public trust.

Publius (James Madison), The Federalist Papers 57 (p. 343)

The presumption that a representative democracy will be able to attract the

best of its citizens to public service was an important part of the Federalists�

argument in favor of this form of government, and it continues to be relevant in

today�s assessment of our governmental institutions.

As Madison points out, it is not enough to grant positive incentives to politi-

cians so that their position is attractive. We must also be sure that electoral

competition is e¤ective at keeping our politicians focused on the public good.

The tension between these two necessities is the central theme of this paper.

Limiting the diversion of resources has a positive e¤ect on the quality of govern-

ment, given the ability of those in o¢ ce. However, it can have a negative e¤ect on

1
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the ability of entrants into politics as rent-extraction is part of the attraction of

holding o¢ ce. The net e¤ect of these forces depends on the relative size of �xed

rewards from holding o¢ ce, such as salaries, and the amount of resources over

which a politician has control. It also depends on the strength of the incumbent,

if there is one, and the opportunity costs of going into politics.

This paper presents a simple model which takes these factors into consider-

ation, characterizes its equilibria, and attempts to describe how the quality of

government depends on the parameters of the model. In doing this, I call into

question the commonly held view that higher ability candidates provide better

quality government. Section 4 provides a counterexample in which society is able

to attract more able politicians by increasing the resources available to them, but

these provide a lower quality of government than was previously received.

1.1.1. Related Literature

As discussed in a survey article by Timothy Besley (2005), formal political theory

has generally abstracted from questions of politicians�ability and political selec-

tion. Research that has emphasized the role of ability have tended to assume

that candidates are randomly drawn from a �xed pool of potential candidates (e.g.

Rogo¤ and Sibert 1988).

Besley and Coate and Osbourne and Slivinsky�s models of a representative

democracy focused attention on the entry decisions of potential politicians but,
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rather than emphasize questions of competence, they stress ideological motiva-

tions for running for o¢ ce. Later work by LeBorgne and Lockwood (2002) and

Casselli and Morelli (2004) used the citizen-candidate framework to explore the de-

terminants of the competence of politicians. The central di¤erence between their

approach and the one taken in this paper is that while LeBorgne and Lockwood

and Casselli and Morelli assume that more skilled politicians will provide more of

the public good, I allow for the possibility that politicians will divert resources

for their private gain inasmuch as electoral competition allows. Therefore, while

other models of competence present elections as screening mechanisms, this paper

emphasizes the disciplinary role of elections.

In highlighting the role of electoral competition in limiting rent-seeking, I follow

Polo (1998)1 who uses a probabilistic voting framework to model the trade-o¤s

between vote share and rent-taking. Thus, while extending the theory of political

selection to include rent-seeking behavior, this paper can also be seen as extending

the theory of rent-seeking in competitive elections to include the e¤ects of political

selection.

This paper is also related to recent work on political careers by Matozzi and

Merlo (2007) who focus on the incentive e¤ects of lucrative post-politics careers in

the private sector. Besley, Pande and Rao (2006) provide empirical evidence for the

importance of politician identity to the quality of government. The model below

also contributes a fuller theoretical account of the motivation of weak challengers

1Also discussed in Persson and Tabellini (2000, ch.4).
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in congressional elections than had previously been given by, for example, Banks

and Kiewiet (1989) and Canon (1993).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1.2 describes the model,

Section 1.3.1 describes the equilibria of the model when ability and private sector

income are perfectly correlated, and Section 1.3.2 does the same in the case where

the correlation is imperfect. Section 1.4 discusses comparative statics. Section 1.5

concludes.

1.2. Model

There is a community (polity) consisting of a continuum of agents characterized

by an income distribution F(y). An agent�s income in the private sector yi is a

perfect indicator of that agent�s private sector ability. Public sector ability (i) is

correlated with yi:

i = (�+ �yi)"i

where E("i)=1. ln"i �s are distributed i.i.d. with cdf H(). I use ̂i = E[i] =

� + �yi to denote the expected competence of a given agent i. Agents without

experience in the public sector do not know their own  but, as in Londregan and

Romer (1993), it is publicly revealed through the campaign process before elections

take place.

There is one political post which needs to be �lled via a simple majority election.

This post commands exogenously �xed resources R. A politician�s public sector

skill level scales this resource pool so that e¤ective resources available when i is in
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power are iR. These resources can be used either to provide the public good P

or for the politician�s private bene�t ri (I will also refer to ri as rents) so that

iR = P + ri.

I denote the proportion of e¤ective resources used to provide the public good

qi � P
iR
.

Thus, the product q is a measure of the e¤ectiveness with which government

resources are being used. I call q the quality of government.

Political o¢ ce provides a salary S consisting of monetary compensation and

ego rents.

Each agent (politicians included) i has a utility function

ui = Ci + �P

where P is a public good and Ci is private consumption, be it from private

sector earnings (y) or bene�ts extracted from public o¢ ce (S+r). Throughout, I

assume � < 1 so that private consumption is more important to our citizens than

the government-provided public good2. Note here that the question of politician

motivation is moot since they are taken to be ordinary citizens. The speci�ed

preferences are over policy and private consumption, and the �xed rewards of

o¢ ce imply an interest in winning, making this model consistent with Wittman

(1983).

2The units of public good and private income are necessarily comparable since
politicians can choose to use government resources for one or the other. If � were
greater than one, politicians would never have an incentive to o¤er less than the
highest amount of public good possible.
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S and r together are a politician�s private consumption. Thus, a politician�s

utility when in o¢ ce is

ui(i in o¢ ce) = (1� qi)iR + S + �qiiR = (1� qi(1� �))iR + S.

If an agent runs for o¢ ce and loses, she enjoys the public good provided by

her competitor but is deprived of private income so that ui(i runs for o¢ ce and

loses) = �qjjR where j refers to the opposing candidate.

There are two political parties: A and B. The parties are permanent institutions

of the polity and have duopoly power over candidate selection. Before the election,

each political party recruits the candidate with highest expected ability from those

in the population willing to run, or if there is an incumbent only the party out of

o¢ ce recruits a candidate. Throughout, I will use a superscript A (B) to identify

the parameters of party A�s (B�s) equilibrium choice of candidate.

Parties are important in this model mainly because they keep the number of

candidates to two, thus keeping the platform selection stage tractable. One may

think of several party objective functions which would induce the selection of the

highest expected ability candidates34. This would be the case if utility were derived

directly from the quality of candidates selected, which can be taken as shorthand

3Carrillo and Mariotti (2001) develop a model of parties predicting similar behavior
assuming that parties maximize the probability of winning. In this context, we
cannot rule out high ability candidates sacri�cing some probability of a win in
favor of greater rents in the case of a win.
4Although I do not explicitly model primary elections, one may consider the as-
sumption that the highest expected ability candidate is able to win a primary.
Alternatively, in a polity where the primary is the main hurdle to gaining o¢ ce,
the model is applicable to primaries with two competing candidates.
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for unmodelled party reputation concerns. Parties receiving a proportion of the

rents extracted from o¢ ce would also do. However, because I view this behavior

as intuitive, but a full theory of political parties as beyond the scope of this paper,

I opt for modelling the parties as mechanically selecting for quality.

Once recruited, candidates select platforms {qA; qBg. I make two assumptions

about candidate platforms. The �rst is that these can be modelled as binding

commitments, as they classically are in one-period models of electoral competi-

tion5. The second is that these commitments are made at an early stage of the

campaigning process, before information about ability is revealed.

Given that politicians cannot a¤ect private sector incomes, all citizens will

prefer the candidate who o¤ers a larger quantity of the public good.

To summarize, the timing of events is as follows:

(1) Citizens simultaneously decide whether or not they will run if asked to.

(2) Parties select their candidates simultaneously from among those willing

to run.

(3) Candidates simultaneously make resource allocation commitments qA and

qB.

(4) Candidates�ability is revealed through the campaign process.

(5) Voters cast their ballots.

(6) The winning candidate implements the policy promised at stage 3.

5See Persson and Tabellini (2000) ch. 3.
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Throughout, I consider two versions of the model. In the �rst, which I call

the incumbent game, there is an incumbent of known ability representing party

A in the election. In the second, the open-seat game, both parties must recruit

candidates.

1.3. Equilibrium

As is standard, I solve for subgame perfect equilibria of the game by analyz-

ing its stages in reverse order. All formal proofs are relegated to the Technical

Appendix.

I begin by considering a perfect information version of the model where private

and public ability are perfectly correlated ("i � 1). This will help to highlight

the importance of uncertain ability in this model as well as lead to some inter-

esting insights about candidate motivation. Furthermore, it will help the reader

understand the structure of the model in a transparent way.

In Section 1.3.2, I turn my attention to the game with uncertainty over political

ability.

1.3.1. Known Political Ability

Because only one candidate is selected by each party, there are many equilibria

in which the entry decisions of citizens who are not selected vary. Primarily, I

focus on equilibria where a citizen runs for o¢ ce purely for the private bene�ts,
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that is, she expects that if she does not run for o¢ ce, another candidate of the

equilibrium ability will run in her place. I call these equilibria regular. I also

describe equilibria in which candidates believe that if they do not run, nobody

else will. I call these equilibria arm-twisting since one can think of parties twisting

reluctant candidates�arms by making it clear to them that they are the polity�s only

hope for a competitive election. Arm-twisting equilibria involve private provision

of a public good, or dragon-slaying in the sense of Bliss and Nalebu¤ (1984)6. As

will become clear below, these equilibria identify a possible motivation for weak

challengers in congressional elections: they may be willing to run to force the strong

candidate to make more campaign promises. In the rest of this Section I call a

candidate weak if she has no chance of winning the election. Bliss and Nalebu¤

show how, within a war of attrition framework, the highest ability "knight" will

step forward and provide the public good. In this model, I argue that because

parties play a part in equilibrium selection, they will recruit the highest ability

candidates possible in an arm-twisting equilibrium.

I call an equilibrium symmetric if A = B and qA = qB. I assume that

candidates win with probability 1
2
if voters are indi¤erent between them.

When there is no uncertainty about abilities, the highest ability candidate will

always win the election. To do so, she must o¤er at least as much of the public

good as her competitor is able to do since, otherwise, the other candidate would

have incentives to up her o¤er and win the election. This logic is summarized in

6Palfrey and Rosenthal (1984) also discuss this type of equilibria.
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the following Lemma which describes the Nash equilibrium of the platform setting

subgame.

Lemma 1. (Electoral Equilibrium) With perfect information, the unique

Nash equilibrium of the platform selection subgame is as follows:

� If A > B, candidate A wins the election by setting qA = B

A
and candi-

date B loses setting qB = 1. The reverse is true for B > A.

� If A = B, candidates both set q=1 and each wins with probability 1/2.

Having solved the platform selection subgame, the payo¤s to entry are well-

de�ned. Action sets are {enter with either A or B, enter only with B, enter only

with A, do not enter with either A or B} for each citizen.

I make the following technical assumptions to ensure that if an agent is success-

ful enough in the private sector, her best option is to stay in the private sector, and

that there are always citizens who are too successful for politics. This rules out

corner solutions in which society�s very best become politicians. One can think of

the converse of A1 as a su¢ cient condition for attracting society�s best to politics,

as is discussed in Proposition 5. In the game with uncertainty, a generalization of

the following conditions serves the same purpose.

A1. �R < 1:

A2. F is strictly increasing over [0,2(�R+S)
1��R ].

A1 guarantees that the net bene�t of running for o¢ ce is downward sloping

in . A2 ensures that individuals talented enough to �nd politics unappealing are
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part of our polity. Together, they guarantee that the candidates selected will be

indi¤erent between running for o¢ ce and staying in the private sector. The main

implications of A1 are summarized in the following lemma.

Lemma 2. (Entry Conditions) Assume A1 and A2 hold in the game with-

out uncertainty. Then, in a regular equilibrium, entering candidates will be char-

acterized by the indi¤erence condition yB = maxf0; (B � A)R + Sg . In any

arm-twisting equilibrium yB � maxf0; (B � A)R + Sg+ �RminfB; Ag .

As is discussed in the following propositions, multiple equilibria are possible. I

focus on pure strategy equilibria involving the highest ability candidates.

When there is an incumbent, his ability along with the �xed rewards of holding

o¢ ce (S) determine the quality of the challenger. If the incumbent�s ability is low

enough and S is large enough, a challenger strong enough to defeat the incumbent

will �nd running attractive. Conversely, if the incumbent is of high ability, or if the

�xed rewards of holding o¢ ce are low, the opposition party will be forced to recruit

a weak challenger. This relation is made speci�c in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. (Equilibrium with an Incumbent) Given A1 and A2, the

equilibria of the incumbent game with perfect information is as follows:

� If A < �S + � there exists a regular equilibrium in which the challenger

wins with probability one, B = �(S�AR)+�
1��R , and qB = A

B
.

� If A > �S + � there exists a regular equilibrium in which the incumbent

defeats a challenger B = � and sets qA = �
A
:
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� If A > �
1���R , there exists an arm-twisting equilibrium where the incum-

bent defeats a challenger B = �
1���R and sets q

A = B

A
:

� If A < �S+�
1���R ; there exists an arm-twisting equilibrium where the chal-

lenger B = �+ �R(�+
A(��1))+S
1��R wins and sets qB = A

B
:

When there is no incumbent, expectations of a party�s (or perhaps and indi-

vidual�s) success play a key role in the recruiting process. If one expects party A

to win because they will be more successful recruiters, the expectations become

self-ful�lling. On the other hand, it is generally not rational to expect a tie to oc-

cur in equilibrium. If candidates of a certain ability are willing to run for half the

�xed rewards of holding o¢ ce (in expected terms), then a slightly better quali�ed

candidate would surely �nd it pro�table to enter politics and take all the spoils.

The following proposition describes and quali�es this asymmetry.

Proposition 4. (Equilibrium with an Open Seat)Given A1 and A2:

� For any S>0, there exists a regular equilibrium where party A (B) recruits

a candidate A = �+ �S
1��R who wins the election by setting q

A = B

A
: Party

B (A) recruits a weak candidate B = � and loses setting qB = 1:

� For any S>0, there exists an arm-twisting equilibrium where party A (B)

recruits a candidate A = �
1���R +

�S
1��R who wins the election by setting

qA = B

A
: Party B (A) recruits a weak candidate B = �

1���R loses setting

qB = 1:
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� If S< ��R
1
2
���R there are symmetric arm-twisting equilibria in which A =

B =  and qA = qB = 1. In the best of these equilibria,  =
1
2
�S+�

1���R :

The converse of A1 is:

CA1. �R > 1:

This makes the portion of the entrants�incentive constraint corresponding to

potential winners upward sloping in . The following Proposition makes precise

the sense in which this is a su¢ cient condition for government to attract society�s

highest ability citizens. One may think of this rule of the skilled as the rule of the

Natural Aristocracy (Je¤erson 1998, pgs. 579-80). Denote these citizen�s private

sector income by �y = maxfyjf(y) > 0g. Their corresponding level of ability is

� = �+ ��y:

Proposition 5. (Natural Aristocracy)If CA1 holds, then

� In any equilibrium of the incumbent game, if A � S + �R + �y(�R � 1)

then a challenger � enters and wins the election.

� In any regular equilibrium of the open-seat game, the winning candidate

will be society�s best �. If
1
2
�S+�

1���R � S + �R+ �y(�R� 1) , the same is true

for all arm-twisting equilibria.

Note that comparative statics of the equilibria (on S, R, incumbent ability,

etc.) described above are uninteresting over wide ranges of these variables. For

example, in a regular equilibrium in which the challenger defeats the incumbent
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(Proposition 3, �rst bullet point), the amount of the public good provided and

the quality of government is constant in S as long as S is large enough for the

relevant inequalities to hold. Thus, I leave comparative statics exercises to the

case of unknown political ability, discussed in the next section, where uncertainty

generates smooth comparative statics.

1.3.2. Unknown Political Ability

I now turn to a (more realistic) world in which candidate ability is unknown until

after the campaign is �nished7. This uncertainty will a¤ect the entry decisions of

citizens as well as the policy choices of candidates.

When there is uncertainty regarding the public sector ability of candidates, the

ex-ante probability of A winning the election is a function of the distributions of

"A and "B. Candidate A wins if voters get more public good from A than from B,

that is if qBR̂B"B < qAR̂A"A or "B

"A
< qÂA

qB ̂B
or ln "

B

"A
< ln qÂA � ln qB̂B � �:

Thus, the probability of A winning is G(�) where G is the cdf of ln"
B

"A
. In the

incumbent case, "A is known so that G is the cumulative distribution function of

ln"B (H). Let g(x)=@G(x)
@x

be the density function associated with G(�). Thus, as

in Londregan and Romer (1993), uncertainty over candidate�s ability generates a

platform selection decision analogous to that in probabilistic voting (Lindbeck and

7One may also think of uncertainty being reduced by the same amount for each
candidate, without reaching full revelation.
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Weibull 1987). Most of the analysis in this section applies to both open seat and

incumbent games.

The role of uncertainty being clear, one can write down the candidates�ob-

jective functions in the platform selection subgame and solve for the Cournot-like

equilibria of the subgame. The following Lemma formalizes this.

Lemma 6. (Electoral Equilibrium) Given ̂A and ̂B; the platform selection

subgame has a Nash equilibrium which is characterized by the �rst-order conditions:

G(�)(R̂AE("AjAwins)(�� 1) + @E("AjAwins)
@qA

(1� qA(1� �))R̂A)

+ 1
qA
g(�)((1� qA(1� �))R̂AE("AjAwins) + S � �qBR̂BE("BjBwins))

+@E("B jBwins)
@qA

(1�G(�))(�qBR̂B) + (� � �) = 0 (1)
(1�G(�))[(�� 1)̂BRE("BjBwins) + @E("B jBwins)

@qB
(1� qB(1� �))R̂B]

+ 1
qB
g(�)((1� qB(1� �))R̂BE("BjBwins) + S � �qAR̂AE("AjAwins))

+@E("AjAwins)
@qB

G(�)�qAR̂A + (� � �) = 0 (2)
Where � and � are Lagrange multipliers which are zero in any interior solution.

In general, this equilibrium will involve positive rents (qj < 1) even if candidates

are of identical expected ability, a point made by Polo (1998) but derived from the

general principle that the uncertainty in elections permits candidates to propose

non-optimal (from the voter�s perspective) platforms without discretely hurting

their chances of winning.

Note the presence of platform e¤ects on the conditional expectation of ability:

o¤ering a lower q lowers the probability of winning, but also means that a win will
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only take place if the candidate is of relatively higher ability so that private and

public bene�ts are at high levels. Conversely, it makes it easier for the opponent

to win, so that our expectation of her ability conditional on victory is lower.

The �rst order conditions above can be solved for qA and qB and thus for the

expected value to i of running for o¢ ce as A (or B�s) candidate. I analyze only

regular equilibria here, so that the expected value of staying out of politics is:

ûi = yi + �[G(�)q
ÂAE("AjAwins)R + (1�G(�))qB̂BE("BjBwins)R]

Thus, agent i assumes that if she does not run for o¢ ce under party A�s banner,

someone else of equilibrium competence will. The choice of whether to work in the

private sector or take a chance in the political arena boils down to a comparison

of expected private bene�ts. That is, the net expected bene�t of running for o¢ ce

for a citizen of expected ability ̂ is:

� G(�)((1�qA)̂E("jAwins)R+S)�1
�
(̂��) when running as A�s candidate.

� (1�G(�))((1� qB)̂E("jBwins)R+ S)� 1
�
(̂ � �) when running as B�s

candidate.

Let qA and qB represent their equilibrium values given ̂A and ̂B. Given ̂B,

de�ne ~A � inff̂AjG(�)((1� qA)̂AE("AjAwins)R+S)� 1
�
(̂A��) < 0g and ~B

symmetrically.

We now generalize A1 and A2:

A1�. sup
̂B

~A and sup
̂A

~B are �nite and, for each ̂B (̂A), the net value of

running for o¢ ce as A�s (B�s) candidate is negative for all ̂ > ~A ( ~B).
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A2�. F places strictly positive probability on the interval [0,2maxf ~A; ~Bg].

A1�again relies on �R being su¢ ciently small. The presence of the conditional

expectation in the expression makes it di¢ cult to provide globally su¢ cient con-

ditions for A1�to be true. However, in most examples �R<1 su¢ ces. Figure 1.1

shows two possible net expected bene�t curves in which A1�is violated, as well as

a typical case in which A1�holds.
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Figure 1.1: The role of A1�.

Lemma 7. (Entry Conditions) Given that parties choose the most compe-

tent agents available, and given A1�and A2�, candidate selection will be charac-

terized by the indi¤erence conditions8:

G(�)((1� qA)̂AE("AjAwins)R + S)� 1
�
(̂A � �) = 0 (3)

(1�G(�))((1� qB)̂BE("BjBwins)R + S)� 1
�
(̂B � �) = 0 (4)

8Recall that ̂i = �+ �yi so yi = 1
� (̂i � �):
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Lemmas 5 and 6 characterize the regular equilibria of the game with uncer-

tainty. The following proposition gathers the results.

Proposition 8. Under the assumptions above, an equilibrium always exists

and is characterized by equations 1-4.

In general, many equilibria of the open seat game may exist as one party may be

more successful than the other in recruiting candidates. However, in contrast with

the forced asymmetry of the perfect information equilibria, one can �nd symmetric

equilibria when there is uncertainty as long as a weak version of A1 holds.

Remark 9. (Symmetric Equilibria) If �R < 2
E("ij"i>"j) , the open seat game

always has a symmetric equilibrium in which qA = qB and ̂A = ̂B.

To see this, one must simply observe that because the ln"i �s are i.i.d., the dis-

tribution of their di¤erence (G) must be symmetric around a zero mean. Therefore,

equilibrium conditions (1) and (2) are identical with the party labels switched, as

are (3) and (4), so that it is su¢ cient to solve one pair, be it (1) and (3) or (2)

and (4) to �nd a symmetric equilibrium of the game. A detailed proof is given in

the Technical Appendix.

1.4. Comparative Statics

Because in the tails of common distributions for G, changes in expected abil-

ity conditional on winning and second order e¤ects regarding the distribution can
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become very important, it is very hard to �nd assumptions that ensure that deriva-

tives are globally of a certain sign. Assuming an interior solution (so that � = � = 0

in both A and B�s �rst order conditions) equations (1), (2), (3) and (4) de�ne a

system of implicit functions so that it is possible to do comparative statics with-

out explicitly solving for the equilibrium values of qA, qB, yA, and yB. However,

these local results are of limited signi�cance here. For similar reasons, global

monotonicity of objective functions cannot easily be established so that monotone

comparative statics are not applicable here. Instead, I simulate changes in impor-

tant parameters using common families of distributions such (exponential, gamma,

and lognormal) for ". I illustrate only the case where " is exponential as other cases

are qualitatively similar.

The lack of general comparative statics results does not mean that nothing can

be learned from these exercises. Figures 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate one of the main

results of this paper: that equilibria with higher ability candidates need not be

desirable because they may involve lower levels of the quality of government. Note

that the quality of government and the ability of the challenger have opposite

slopes here. The simulated comparative statics in the �gure constitute a proof by

counterexample.

Figures 1.2-1.3 show how as government resources are increased, better can-

didates are attracted to politics but equilibria are less honest as the temptation

of diverting resources increases. Figures 1.4-1.7 illustrate the e¤ect on the quality

of government of varying the �xed rewards from o¢ ce (S) or the ability of the
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incumbent (A). Both of these relations are positive. It is not surprising that

increasing the �xed rewards of holding o¢ ce increases the equilibrium quality of

government, as this relation has been observed in a related setting by Ferejohn

(1986). All �gures illustrate the incumbent game.
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Figure 1.3: Expected Quality of Government vs. Government Resources-R
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Figure 1.6: Quality of Government vs. Incumbent Ability
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Figure 1.7: Expected Quality of Government vs. Incumbent Ability
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1.5. Concluding Remarks

Citizens �nd careers in politics appealing for di¤erent reasons: wages, ego rents

and rent extraction among them. This paper has highlighted the importance of the

relative and absolute size of these motivating factors for determining the quality

of government. Politicians motivated primarily by the �xed rewards of o¢ ce will

commit to limit their pursuit of rents. Those motivated primarily by the rents

themselves, however, cannot be expected to do the same. By the same logic, the

analysis suggests that if a society is to endeavor to attract better quali�ed people

to public o¢ ce, it should be wary of doing so by increasing the power and resources

of this post.
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1.6. Technical Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1.

If A > B candidate A�s best response to any qB is qA = qBB

A
which ensures

electoral victory while maximizing private bene�ts. On the other hand, any qB is

a best response for B(A) to qA � B

A
since she stands no chance of winning. B�s

best response to any qA < B

A
is qB = qAA

B
ensuring victory for herself. Thus,

qB < 1 is not an equilibrium since it is not a best response to any qA which is itself

a best response to this qB.

Candidates of equal ability will compete each others private rents away since

a small increase in the public good o¤ered leads to a discrete increase in payo¤s.

Thus, the voters will be indi¤erent between the candidates and each candidate will

win with probability 1/2 by assumption.

Proof of Lemma 2.

In a regular equilibrium, potential candidates believe that the public good will

be provided at the equilibrium level whether or not they decide to run for o¢ ce.

Thus, given A,the incentive constraint for a party B candidate of equilibrium

competence is maxf0; (�A)R+Sg�y = maxf0; (�A)R+Sg� 1
�
(��) � 0.

For a winning candidate, a unit increase in  has an opportunity cost of 1
�
and a

bene�t of R. A1 guarantees that 1
�
>R so that the incentive constraint is weakly

decreasing in , and crosses zero at most once for  > �. Equilibrium rewards

from running for o¢ ce are bounded above by the rewards of running unopposed:
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(�y+�)R+S = R+S so that the indi¤erent citizen will have income y = �R+S
1��R <

2(�R+S)
1��R . Thus, A2 ensures that the indi¤erent citizen is part of our polity.

In an arm-twisting equilibrium, the incentive constraint becomes maxf0; ( �

A)R+Sg+�Rminf; Ag� y � 0. A1 and A2 serve the same purpose as in the

regular equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 3.

A winning challenger (necessarily B > A) gets a private payo¤ of ( B�

A)R + S since she must o¤er in�nitesimally more of the public good than the

incumbent is able to do. Given A1, B is determined by the indi¤erence condition

B = �[( B� A)R+ S] + � so that B = �(S�AR)+�
1��R which is greater than A if

and only if A < �S + �:

An unopposed incumbent will set qA=0. Thus, if the incumbent is above this

ability threshold, party B will turn to lower skilled citizens for whom it makes sense

to sacri�ce their private income in the interest of forcing the incumbent to o¤er

some public good, i.e. weak candidates. The best of these is determined by the

indi¤erence condition y=�(� + �y)R which implies y= ��R
1���R . Given this critical

value of y, I observe that if A � � + � ��R
1���R =

�
1���R the hopeless candidate will

indeed lose the election. Finally, there must be only one citizen willing to challenge

since otherwise incentives to run for o¢ ce disappear as each potential candidate is

sure that someone else will run for o¢ ce and force the incumbent to provide some

public good.
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Citizens that would be willing to challenge the incumbent only to force him to

provide some public good may also be able to win the election. The income of the

best citizen party B could recruit in an arm-twisting equilibrium in which party B

wins is determined by the indi¤erence condition y=(�y + � � A)R + S + �AR

(qA = 1 by lemma 1) since the candidate will win o¢ ce and she (correctly) believes

that no one will run if she does not. Thus, B = �+�R(�+
A(��1))+S
1��R which is greater

than A if and only if A < �S+�
1���R :

Proof of Proposition 4.

To see that this is a Nash equilibrium consider the strategies above. If A

is recruiting optimistically and citizens believe A will win the election, the best

available candidate is determined by the indi¤erence condition A = �[(A�B)R+

S] + � = �[(A � �)R+ S] + � so that A = �+ �S
1��R . Since potential candidates

believe (correctly) that B has no chance of winning, the best candidate the party

can recruit in a regular equilibrium is a weak challenger �.

In an arm-twisting equilibrium where only one citizen agrees to run for A

the indi¤erence condition specifying the wealthiest citizen willing to run for A is

A = �[(A � �
1���R)R + S +

�R�
1���R ] + � which implies 

A = �
1���R +

�S
1��R .

In an arm-twisting equilibrium in which candidates tie, their participation con-

straint is 1
2
S + �R � 1

�
( � �). This is satis�ed with equality at  =

1
2
�S+�

1���R .

If a candidate slightly better than those running is to stay out of the race, we

must have S < 1
�
( � �) which simpli�es to S < ��R

1
2
���R : Once again, A1 and A2

guarantee that this is all we need to check:
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Proof of Proposition 5.

In the incumbent game, because the incentive constraint is upward sloping for

winners, we need only check it for society�s best. Thus, we need (��A)R+S � �y

which can be rewritten as A � S + �R + �y(�R� 1).

In the open seat game, in any regular equilibrium in which one party loses for

sure, the losing party can only attract candidates �. Thus, running for o¢ ce is

pro�table for a candidate with zero income if she expects to win, and because the

net expected bene�t of running is upward sloping in , it is pro�table for any citizen

to run with the winning party. In an arm-twisting equilibrium, the losing party

can at best recruit a weak candidate B = �
1���R so that, following the proof for

the incumbent game, we get the necessary condition �
1���R � S +�R+ �y(�R� 1).

To rule out ties we need either S> ��R
1
2
���R so that ties are ruled out as in Proposition

4, or
1
2
�S+�

1���R � S+�R+ �y(�R� 1) so that the incentive constraint for � is satis�ed

as above.

Proof of Lemma 6.

By continuity of the objective functions, a Nash Equilibrium exists (Glicksberg

1952). Candidate A chooses a policy platform qA by maximizing her expected

utility taking her opponent�s platform as given:

maxqA G(�)((1�qA(1��))RE(AjAwins)+S)+(1�G(�))(�qBRE(BjBwins)):

s:t: qA 2 [0; 1]

The corresponding Lagrangian is:

�(qA; �; �) = G(�)((1� qA(1� �))RE(AjAwins) + S)
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+(1�G(�))(�qBRE(BjBwins)) + �(1� qA) + �qA

which has the following �rst order (necessary) conditions:

@qA : G(�)(R̂AE("AjAwins)(�� 1) + @E("AjAwins)
@qA

(1� qA(1� �))R̂A)

+ 1
qA
g(�)((1� qA(1� �))R̂AE("AjAwins) + S � �qBR̂BE("BjBwins))

+@E("B jBwins)
@qA

(1�G(�))(�qBR̂B) + (� � �) = 0

@� : 1� qA = 0 and � > 0 or � = 0

@� : qA = 0 and � > 0 or � = 0

Symmetrically, candidate B solves:

maxqB(1�G(�)((1�qB(1��))RE(BjBwins)+S)+G(�)(�qARE(AjAwins))

s:t: qB 2 [0; 1]

Which leads to �rst order conditions:

@qB : (1�G(�))[(�� 1)̂BRE("BjBwins) + @E("B jBwins)
@qB

(1� qB(1� �))R̂B]

+ 1
qB
g(�)((1� qB(1� �))R̂BE("BjBwins) + S � �qAR̂AE("AjAwins))

+@E("AjAwins)
@qB

G(�)�qAR̂A + (� � �) = 0

@� : 1� qB = 0 and � > 0 or � = 0

@� : qB = 0 and � > 0 or � = 0:

Proof of Lemma 7.

A1�ensures the net value of running for o¢ ce is negative for high y individuals.

Note that an individual with zero private sector income always �nds running for

o¢ ce desirable since they have a small chance of winning S>0. This fact, together

with A2�and the continuity of the net expected value of running for o¢ ce function,

ensures that there is indeed a citizen in our polity which is made indi¤erent between
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running for o¢ ce or not. It is easy to see that a player cannot bene�t from deviating

from this strategy pro�le; i.e. cannot gain from volunteering to run when her net

value of running is negative, or choosing not to run when her net value of running

is positive.

Proof of Proposition 8.

Lemmas 4 and 5 together provide a system of equations (1)-(4) in four un-

knowns ((1),(2) and (4), with three unknowns in the incumbent game). Existence

in the incumbent game is easy to see given the previous lemma. In the open seat

game, existence is guaranteed through A1�and A2�since A1�lets us concentrate

only on citizens of ability in [0,maxf �A; �Bg], and thus a solution to 3 and 4

constrained to 1 and 2 holding exists by the Glicksberg �xed point theorem.

Proof of Remark 9.

If �R < 2
E("ijjwins;qii=qjj) =

2
E("ij"i>"j) , the open seat game always has a sym-

metric equilibrium in which qA = qB (q�s may be mixed) and ̂A = ̂B.

Proof:

Step 1: In the open seat game, G is symmetric around zero.

Recall that G is the cdf of (ln"B� ln"A) where ln"B and ln"A are i.i.d. random

variables.

Clearly E(ln"B � ln"A) = E(ln"B)� E(ln"A) = 0.

Also, G(�) = 1�G(��). To see this, recall h is the pdf of ln":

Let Ĝ be the cdf of �(ln"B � ln"A): Note that

G(x̂) =
R x̂
�1
R1
�1 h(ln "

A)h(x+ ln "A)d ln "Adx
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=
R x̂
�1
R1
�1 h(ln "

B)h(x+ ln "B)d ln "Bdx = Ĝ(x̂)

Then, note that 1 � G(�) = Ĝ(��) = G(��) which proves that G(�) =

1�G(��).

Step 2: If ̂A = ̂B =  then the utility functions of A and B (the objective

functions in the platform selection subgame) are symmetric. Thus, A and B�s best

response functions are identical.

Utility functions are:

G(�)((1 � qA(1 � �))RE(AjAwins) + S) + (1 � G(�))(�qBRE(BjBwins))

for A,

(1�G(�)((1� qB(1� �))RE(BjBwins) + S) +G(�)(�qARE(AjAwins))

= G(��)((1�qB(1��))RE(BjBwins)+S)+(1�G(��))(�qARE(AjAwins))

for B.

That is, B�s utility function is the same as A�s except with B variables playing

the part of B variables.

Say q* maximizes utility for A in qA given qB=�q, then q* maximizes B�s utility

in qB when qA=�q. Thus, A and B�s best response functions are identical.

Step 3: FACT: Any 2 player game with symmetric and continuous payo¤s and

compact and convex strategy sets has a symmetric equilibrium.

Follow the standard proof of the existence of Nash Equilibrium, generalized to

work for in�nite but compact and convex strategy sets.

To use Glicksberg�s (1952) generalization of the Kakutani �xed point theorem,

best response correspondences (B : �! �) must satisfy:
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i) B(x) is non-empty for all x.

True since utility functions are continuous and action spaces are compact so

that the theorem of the maximum applies.

ii) B(x) is convex for all x.

Consider two points in B(x). Then the two points yield the same level of utility,

and so does any mixture between them. Thus B(x) is convex-valued.

iii) B(x) has a closed graph (is upper hemi-continuous).

The standard argument relies only on continuity of the utility function.

suppose (x(n); y(n)) ! (x; y) with y(n) 2 B(x(n)) but y =2 B(x). Then there

is � > 0 and y�such that u(x; y0) > u(x; y)+3�. By continuity of u and convergence

of (x(n); y(n)), for n su¢ ciently large we have

u(x(n); y0) > u(x; y0)� � > u(x; y) + 2� > u(x(n); y(n)) + �

Thus y�does strictly better than y(n) against x(n), which is a contradiction.

By applying the �xed point theorem to player A�s best response function �nd

an x such that x=B(x). But this means x is also a best response for player B when

player A plays x, so that x is a symmetric equilibrium.

Step 4: If qA = qB then there is an entry equilibrium with ̂A = ̂B.

By similar arguments to those in step 1, entry conditions for A and B are

symmetric:

G(�)((1� q)̂AE("AjAwins)R + S)� 1
�
(̂A � �) = 0 for A

(1�G(�)((1� q)̂BE("BjBwins)R + S)� 1
�
(̂B � �)

= G(��)((1� q)̂BE("BjBwins)R + S)� 1
�
(̂B � �) = 0 for B
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Furthermore, if we look for a solution where ̂A = ̂B the entry conditions

become:

1
2
((1� q)̂E("ijjwins)R + S)� 1

�
(̂ � �) = 0

so ̂ =
�
�
+S
2

1
�
� 1
2
(1�q)E("ijjwins;qii=qjj)R which is positive by assumption.

To sum up, the symmetric equilibrium in the platform selection subgame sup-

ports the symmetric entry equilibrium. A1�guarantees that more able challengers

for either A or B will not �nd it worthwhile to enter.

A fully symmetric always exists, although it may involve mixing in the plat-

form selection subgame. Quasiconcavity of utility functions would be su¢ cient to

guarantee symmetric pure strategy equilibrium. I have not been able to prove this

in general.



CHAPTER 2

Reputation and Accountability in Repeated Elections

2.1. Introduction

In a representative democracy, voters have the power to choose which citizens

will occupy government posts. Even if they cannot directly observe politicians�

actions, voters may harness this power to induce incumbent politicians to work in

their interest by conditioning reelection on performance. This understanding of the

relationship between voter and politician has been studied by Key (1966), Barro

(1973), Ferejohn (1986), and others, and is the driving force behind all models of

political agency.

If, as seems likely, politicians di¤er in their ability or preferences, an additional

consideration must be taken into account by voters when making reelection deci-

sions. There is a trade-o¤ between having a reelection rule which e¤ectively aligns

the interests of the incumbent with the voters�, and one which focuses on reelecting

the type of politicians who are most able or willing to work in the voters�interest.

The �rst of these is commonly referred to as sanctioning, while the second is called

selection.

At an intuitive level, the two goals need not be entirely at odds. If good

performance is the primary means by which voters can identify �good�politicians,

33
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then focusing on selection means rewarding good performance with reelection. This

should motivate all politicians to work in the voters�interest as �bad�politicians

try to appear �good�in order to secure another term in o¢ ce. Thus, selection and

sanctioning are at least partly complementary.

In spite of this apparent complementarity, the view that elections are best un-

derstood in terms of selection only has gained considerable traction among political

scientists1. To cite a representative and in�uential example, Fearon (1999, p. 77)

writes: �when it comes time to vote it makes sense for the electorate to focus

completely on the question of type: which candidate is more likely to be principled

and share the public�s preferences?�He argues that, while voters might like to use

a retrospective voting rule which incentivizes incumbents optimally, they cannot

commit to doing so because politicians who are more likely to be �good�are also

more likely to perform well in the future. Thus, if voters are rational, they will

focus exclusively on keeping �good�politicians in o¢ ce.

While this argument is unquali�edly true in the model studied by Fearon, it

is important to keep in mind the assumptions on which it relies. As I show in

the literature review below, these assumptions are common in many related works.

First, Fearon studies a two period model, so that electoral incentives cannot be

provided during an incumbent�s second term. This assumption makes sense in

many contexts, but it is not apt for studying settings where there are no term

1See the literature review below and Ashworth, Bueno de Mesquita, and Frieden-
berg (2009) for further discussion.
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limits, such as the U.S. Congress. Second, he assumes that di¤erences among

politicians are such that some will perform better than others even in the absence

of electoral incentives. This seems natural when studying di¤erences in integrity

or preferences, but it is not clear that it is true when politicians di¤er only in their

competence or ability.

If one modi�es these assumptions, it may no longer be true that �good�politi-

cians are always more likely to perform well in the future. Rather, future per-

formance will depend on expectations of future behavior. Therefore, one can no

longer conclude that voters must focus entirely on selection without looking closely

at how voters and politicians expect their relationship to proceed. For example,

if voters always reelect incumbents with high enough reputation, once a politician

has developed a strong reputation for being �good�he will have little reason to

worry about his job security, and will thus have little motivation to exert costly

e¤ort. Therefore, voters may prefer to take their chances with an inexperienced

politician who will work hard in order to make a name for herself rather than

reelect a venerable incumbent who is not motivated to perform.

In this paper I study a simple, in�nite-horizon model of repeated elections with

no term limits in which politicians di¤er in their competence. I �nd that, in this

setting, there is no equilibrium in which competent politicians exert positive e¤ort

while voters condition reelection only on reputation. Furthermore, I �nd a class of

equilibria in which voters use performance cuto¤s to induce incumbents to work
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in their interest. These equilibria predict that politicians will work less as their

reputation improves.

There are two types of politician in my model: H (high) and L (low). H-types

are competent: by exerting costly e¤ort they can improve the expected utility of

voters. L-types, on the other hand, are incompetent: they do not have the ability

to improve outcomes, or it is prohibitively costly for them to do so. If H-types

are believed to exert some e¤ort, the voters� beliefs about the likelihood of an

incumbent being an H-type will evolve along with his observed performance. I

refer to these beliefs as a politician�s reputation.

Because of the repeated nature of the elections, the set of equilibria of this

model is large and complex. In fact, any pure reelection strategy may be supported

as part of a sequential equilibrium (see Proposition 11). This does not mean that

any level of e¤ort can be sustained in equilibrium. Nevertheless, the fact that

arbitrary behavior on the part of voters can be derived as a prediction of this model

highlights the importance of equilibrium selection. The incumbent�s reputation is

a payo¤-relevant state variable in this model, so the Markov perfection re�nement

has some intuitive appeal. Furthermore, in a Markov perfect equilibrium, the

voters�reelection decision depends only on the incumbent�s reputation so that these

equilibria can be interpreted as those in which voters focus only on selection. In

the �rst of my main results (Proposition 15), I establish that the set of Markovian

strategies is not rich enough to allow the voter to incentivize politicians to provide

e¤ort.
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A slightly more permissive re�nement, which has the added bene�t of having a

clear interpretation in a political context, is Weak Renegotiation-Proofness (WRP,

Farrell and Maskin 1989). The logic behind it is as follows: if the relationship

between an incumbent of a given reputation and voters can proceed in two di¤erent

ways (e.g., reelect or not reelect the incumbent), it cannot be that the payo¤s

associated with one are strictly higher than the payo¤s associated with the other

for both the incumbent and the voter. If they were, incumbent and voter could

come to an agreement, i.e. renegotiate, to proceed in the mutually bene�cial way.

In particular, WRP rules out equilibria in which voters throw incumbents with

good reputations out of o¢ ce even if, under di¤erent circumstances, they would

perform better in o¢ ce than a challenger. Typically (e.g. Banks and Sundaram

1993), these equilibria rely on a belief that, if the incumbent is reelected, he will

shirk, expecting to be thrown out of o¢ ce regardless of his productivity.

To develop some intuition about what WRP might mean in a political context,

consider the following example. Keep in mind that this example is meant to

clarify the concept of WRP and is not meant to provide an explanation of actual

events. Suppose voters in Washington D.C. had certain standards for behavior and

outcomes which, if violated by an incumbent, would lead them to elect a relatively

unknown challenger in the next election. Furthermore, assume that these standards

of behavior included zero-tolerance for illegal acts. From 1979 to 1990, Marion

Barry served as mayor and met these performance standards while developing a

reputation for being a capable politician. However, in 1990 he was accused and
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convicted of drug use and possession as well as tax evasion, behavior which clearly

violated our assumed standards of behavior for the voters. Nevertheless, in 1995,

after working through his legal troubles, Barry was once again elected mayor of

D.C.

One interpretation of this type of voter behavior is that Barry was able to

convince voters that, if elected, he would behave as if he expected to be held to the

same performance standard that he would have been held to had he not broken the

law. Because he had a reputation for political ability, this meant that voters could

expect a better performance from him, on average, than from an inexperienced

challenger. In this sense, Barry and D.C. voters were able to renegotiate their

implicit (and hypothetical) electoral contract. Clearly, if this type of renegotiation

is feasible, any commitment by voters to expel high reputation politicians after they

have violated performance standards is not credible if high reputation politicians

are normally believed to outperform challengers.

WRP addresses a commitment problem quite similar to that highlighted by

Fearon (1999) and others and which I discuss above. If voters believe that there is

a feasible and mutually bene�cial way for their relationship with the incumbent to

proceed, then it is not credible for the voters to commit to throw such an incumbent

out of o¢ ce. If it were the case that the best achievable future performance by

an incumbent were increasing in reputation, rational voters would focus only on

selection.
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In this model, WRP is quali�edly equivalent to the condition that the vot-

ers�expected payo¤s be constant across incumbent reputations (see Claim 16 and

Proposition 17 for details). If this is the case, voters face no commitment problem

when making reelection decisions because they will be indi¤erent between having

the incumbent or an inexperienced challenger in o¢ ce. Note the similarity with

the equilibria in a seminal work on political agency, Ferejohn 1986, in which voters

commit to a reelection rule based on a �xed performance standard. In Ferejohn

1986 this voter indi¤erence condition arises automatically from the assumption

that politicians are identical. Thus, if one considers this assumption to be too

strong, one may worry about the robustness of the proposed equilibria. However,

I �nd that voter indi¤erence has an important theoretical justi�cation in a model

with heterogeneous politicians. Thus, my results provide fresh perspective on, and

microfoundations for, the equilibria of Ferejohn 1986.

My second main result (Theorem 19) establishes existence of a class of WRP

equilibria in which H-types are incentivized to exert positive e¤ort. In these equi-

libria, voters condition their reelection strategy only on reputation and current

performance. Incumbents are reelected only if their observed performance exceeds

a cuto¤which varies with the incumbent�s reputation at the beginning of his term.

Crucially, these performance cuto¤s vary in such a way as to make it incentive

compatible for politicians to exert just enough e¤ort to leave voters indi¤erent

between reelecting the incumbent and electing an inexperienced challenger, thus

making the voters�value function constant across reputations. I refer to this class
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of equilibria as equilibria in reputation-dependent performance cuto¤s (RDC). I

view RDC equilibria as a natural generalization of the strategies in Ferejohn 1986

because they rely on the same basic insights. First, performance cuto¤s are an in-

tuitive and e¤ective way to provide incentives. Second, voters can credibly commit

to using these strategies if they are indi¤erent between reelecting an incumbent

and electing an inexperienced challenger.

An implication of voter indi¤erence is that politicians are able to appropriate

the bene�ts of increases in their reputation by exerting lower e¤ort. This highlights

a tension between the selection and incentivizing roles of elections. Voters could do

better by committing to a reelection rule which optimally incentivized incumbents.

However, such a commitment is not WRP and, thus, not credible. RDC strategies

reconcile this tension in a way that is as simple as possible, while passing a stringent

test of their credibility and providing politicians with incentives to exert costly

e¤ort.

Because, in a model with heterogeneous politicians, selection will play some role

in explaining voter behavior, one may reasonably expect that a veteran politician

who has developed a reputation for being of a certain type will be treated di¤erently

by voters than a �rst-termer with no record. This, in turn, suggests that a model

of electoral control which simultaneously contemplates selection and sanctioning

will help us understand the dynamics of political careers. That is, there is likely

to be an interplay between an incumbent�s reputation, tenure, and behavior, and

the standards to which he is held by voters. In RDC equilibria, politicians of high
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reputation exert lower e¤ort. Also, in expectation, reputation is positively related

to tenure so that, for a given politician, tenure is negatively related to performance

(see Claim 21).

The paper proceeds as follows. In the following Subsection, I discuss related

work and its relationship to this paper. In Section 2.2, I describe the model and its

assumptions. Section 2.3 addresses the problem of multiplicity of equilibria, and

uses some simple equilibria of the model to motivate equilibrium selection criteria.

In Section 2.4, I de�ne RDC equilibria and prove their existence. In Section 2.4.1,

I look at what RDC equilibria can tell us about the career dynamics of politicians.

Section 2.5 concludes.

2.1.1. Related Literature

There is a growing number of papers which study the selection and incentivizing

roles of elections in a uni�ed framework. Much of this work builds on work by

Holmström (1999) on career concerns, with the relationship most directly apparent

in Persson and Tabellini (2000, ch. 4.5). Notable contributions include Reed

(1994), Banks and Sundaram (1998), Fearon (1999), Berganza (2000), Ashworth

(2005), and Besley (2006, ch. 3.3). Each of these works studies a model in which

voters consider both the selection and incentivizing roles of elections and politicians

face term limits. Additionally, several papers have applied similar models to the

study of subjects such as transfers to special interest groups (Coate and Morris

1995 and Lohmann 1998), the incumbency advantage (Ashworth and Bueno de
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Mesquita 2006), constituency service (Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita 2008),

and CEO activism (Dominguez-Martinez, Swank, and Visser 2008) to name a few.

There are two important di¤erences between the models cited in the previous

paragraph and this paper. First, imposing term limits means that last period

behavior is easily solved for, and reelection rules are derived by backward induction.

In this paper there are no term limits, so voters and politicians face a dynamic

problem at every stage. The second is the type of politician heterogeneity studied.

In the papers above, voters are assumed to bene�t from having a high type in o¢ ce

even if the prospect of reelection is not available to the voter as an incentivizing

tool. In this paper, high types di¤er from low types only in their ability to induce

outcomes preferred by the voters. However, improving outcomes is costly to high

types so, in the absence of electoral incentives, average performance is equal for

high and low types. I feel that this is a more natural way of modeling di¤erences

in ability or competence, while the alternative approach is best suited to modeling

di¤erences in honesty or alignment of preferences.

Banks and Sundaram (1993) study the selection and disciplining roles of elec-

tions in a fully dynamic framework with no term limits. However, they focus on

stationary strategies in which voters hold all incumbents, regardless of reputation,

to a single performance standard. Therefore, there is no place in their analysis

for career dynamics: for a given politician, e¤ort and the probability of reelection

are constant in tenure and reputation and independent of the history of play. Ad-

ditionally, because it is supported by trigger-strategy punishments, the equilibria
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they propose are not weakly renegotiation-proof; they require that players follow

continuation strategies whose associated payo¤s are strictly Pareto dominated by

other continuation strategies played in equilibrium. Snyder and Ting (2008) use a

similar model to study how voter oversight can limit the in�uence of special inter-

est groups. Gallego and Pitchik (2004) use a related model to explain the timing

of the overthrow of dictators.

Duggan (2000) and Banks and Duggan (2006) study a model of repeated elec-

tions in which politicians di¤er in their spatial policy preferences. Voters use the

incentive of reelection to induce politicians to temper their policy choices while

in o¢ ce. However, because there is no uncertainty in the execution of policy and

strategies are stationary, there is no evolution of beliefs about the incumbent�s

preferences beyond their �rst period in o¢ ce.

Meirowitz (2007) proposes a model of repeated elections in which two long-

lived parties, di¤ering in their policy preferences and valence, compete in elections

each period. Voters are uncertain about the set of feasible policies rather than

about the parties�characteristics or the policy choices made. He shows that, while

electoral control is impossible if voters are constrained to using pure strategies,

perfect control is possible in mixed strategies. If mixed strategies are to be used,

each party must provide the same expected utility to the voter when in o¢ ce.

This leads to a voter indi¤erence condition analogous to the one emphasized in

this paper.
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Smart and Sturm (2006) present a model of repeated elections in which incum-

bents�actions are publicly observable, but the underlying state of the world which

determines which action is good for the voters is observed only by the incumbent.

In this context, they prove that the best Markov perfect equilibrium in the ab-

sence of term limits involves all politicians taking the same action regardless of

the state of the world. They go on to argue that imposing term limits may help

voters by decreasing the incentives for politicians to conform. Their result on the

limits of Markov perfect equilibria are in the spirit of the �rst main result of this

paper. The existence of RDC equilibria in my model suggests that allowing voters

to condition on more information than Markov perfection allows is an alternative

way to increase their expected payo¤s which may dominate term limits.

This paper is related to the literature on dynamic principal-agent interactions

outside of the political sphere. The approach taken here di¤ers from that taken

in much that literature in two main dimensions. First, this paper focuses on the

use of a retention rule rather than a compensation contract as an incentivizing

mechanism. Second, in most of the literature on principal-agent relationships

the principal is assumed to be a Stackelberg �rst-mover, leaving the agent only

his reservation utility. In this paper, I look at Nash equilibria which admit the

possibility that the gains from interaction may be shared. Indeed, in the RDC

equilibria which I focus on, the agent reaps all of the bene�ts from increases in his

reputation and enjoys utility strictly greater than his reservation value.
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Mailath and Samuelson 2001 and Hörner 2002 study related models of rep-

utation formation in which �rms attempt to convince consumers that they are

competent. Consumers are willing to pay more for a competent �rm�s products

only if they expect the �rm to exert high e¤ort. In a result reminiscent my Propo-

sition 2, Mailath and Samuelson show that, with persistent types, Markov perfect

equilibria cannot support high e¤ort. They share my skepticism of trigger strategy

equilibria but, rather than using a renegotiation-proofness argument to make this

point, they argue instead for a restriction to Markovian strategies. They show that

e¤ort can be incentivized if a �rm�s type changes with some positive probability

every period so that reputation cannot become �too good�. Hörner studies a similar

model in which many �rms compete with each other for marketshare while devel-

oping a reputation for competence. He shows that, even with persistent types,

e¤ort can be incentivized if �rms believe that customers will leave them for a com-

petitor after a bad outcome. Intriguingly, his equilibria involve customers being

left indi¤erent among �rms of varying reputations as high reputation �rms charge

higher prices. However, this is assumed as an equilibrium condition and supported

by appropriate beliefs o¤ the equilibrium path. While the equilibria in Hörner�s

model are Markov perfect, this relies on having only two possible outcomes so that

histories of play can be inferred from reputations. Having continuous outcomes

would make this partition impossible and it becomes clear that his equilibria have

a similar strategic complexity to the RDC equilibria studied in this paper.
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2.2. The Model

I study a discrete-time, in�nite horizon model of a democratic society. In order

to focus on the problems of selecting competent politicians and providing themwith

incentives to perform well, I abstract from ideological di¤erences in the electorate.

Instead, I model citizens as a single, in�nitely-lived representative voter.

2.2.1. Preferences, Timing, and Information in the Stage Game

Each period (indexed by t 2 f1; 2; :::g), the voter must select a politician to carry

out a task. There is an in�nite set P of potential politicians from which the voter

may choose. Each politician is in�nitely-lived and may serve for as many periods,

or terms, in o¢ ce as the voter asks him to. Once replaced by a challenger, however,

a politician cannot return to o¢ ce.

After the voter elects a politician, the politician exerts e¤ort a 2 R+ = [0;1).

This e¤ort impacts, but does not perfectly determine, results r 2 R which I inter-

pret as the voter�s stage-game utility.

In order to consider di¤erences in competence, I assume that politicians are one

of two types: H or L. For H-types, e¤ort is related to results via a conditional distri-

bution function F (rja) with density f(rja). For ease of notation, I normalize units

of e¤ort so that e¤ort exerted equals expected results: E(rja) =
R1
�1 rf(rja)dr = a.

H-types receive per-period utility u(a) when in o¢ ce, and 0 otherwise. The

utility function u(a) is twice continuously di¤erentiable and strictly concave. E¤ort
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is costly so that u is weakly decreasing in a with u0(0) = 0 and u0(a) < 0 8a > 0.

I also assume that u(a) > 0 for all a 2 [0; �a) and some �a > 0.

L-type politicians, on the other hand, are unable2 to a¤ect the distribution of

r so that it is always F (rj0) when an L-type is in o¢ ce. They receive a payo¤

uL > 0 when in o¢ ce and 0 otherwise, so that they are always willing to serve if

elected. Because L-types are always willing to hold o¢ ce but cannot make choices

which in�uence payo¤s in this game, I will focus on the behavior of H-types.

As is standard in games with imperfect monitoring (Abreu, Pearce, and Sta-

chetti 1990), I assume that the distribution of results has full support: f(rja) > 0

for all r and a. This guarantees that e¤ort levels can never be perfectly inferred

by observing results. I also make the following assumptions for analytical con-

venience. First, that f(rja) is twice continuously di¤erentiable in both argu-

ments. Second, that changing a does not change the shape of the distribution:

f(rja) = f(r + kja + k) for any k 2 R. This also implies that outcomes can be

written as the sum of the e¤ort choice and a zero-mean stochastic component ("),

a common modeling choice: r = a+ ". Finally, I assume that f(rja) is symmetric

around its mean.

Because the evolution of beliefs about incumbent types is central in this paper,

it is useful to make assumptions ensuring that good results are more likely when

2Alternatively, e¤ort is too costly for L-types for it to be worthwhile exerting.
�u0L(0) > �

1��uL(0)f(0j0) is su¢ cient for this if I make the same assumptions on uL
as on u.
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e¤ort is high. Thus, I assume that f(rja) satis�es the monotone likelihood ratio

property (Milgrom 1981): f(xja)
f(xja0) >

f(yja)
f(yja0) whenever x > y and a > a0.

In order to guarantee that the politician�s objective function is concave so that

I may work with �rst order conditions, I make the following joint assumption

on u(a) and f(rja): �u00(a) > maxQ
R
faa(rja)Q(r)dr where Q is any function

Q : R! [u(0); u(0)
1�� ] and faa(rja) is the second derivative of f(rja) with respect to

a. If f(rja) is the density of the normal distribution with mean a and variance 1,

�u00(a) > 0:4839
�

�
1��u(0)

�
for all a is a su¢ cient condition.

A politician�s type is the private information of the politician. The voter assigns

a probability �j of being an H-type to politician j. I call �j politician j�s reputation.

For ease of notation, when referring to the incumbent�s reputation I drop the

subscript j. Note that the expected stage-game payo¤ to the voter when an H-

type incumbent exerts e¤ort a is �a, so that reputation is payo¤ relevant.

The proportion of H-types among the set of potential politicians P is �0. Be-

cause new politicians are selected randomly from this set, �0 will also be the

reputation of any politician at the beginning of his �rst term.
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2.2.2. Histories, Strategies, and the Repeated Game

At time t, the voter and all politicians will have information about who has been in

o¢ ce and what rewards the voter has received in all previous periods, 1; 2; :::; t�1.

I call this information a t-history and label it ht. Let H denote the set of all

possible t-histories.

A reelection strategy is a measurable function � : H ! [0; 1] denoting the

probability with which the voter will reelect the incumbent, conditional on all

currently available information.

Similarly, an e¤ort strategy is a measurable function a : H ! R+ denoting the

e¤ort which a given politician will exert conditional on being in o¢ ce and on all

currently available information.

A belief function �̂ : H ! [0; 1]1 is a measurable function specifying the

probability with which the voter believes each politician in P to be an H-type.

For any politician i who has never previously held o¢ ce, �̂i = �0 regardless of the
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t-history ht. In equilibrium, beliefs about a politician�s type evolve according to

Bayes�rule:

�̂j(ht+1) =
�̂j(ht)f(rt+1ja(ht))

�̂j(ht)f(rt+1ja(ht)) + (1� �̂j(ht))f(rt+1j0)

Because the distribution f satis�es the monotone likelihood ratio property,

�̂j(ht) is strictly increasing in rt. For ease of notation, in what follows I drop the

subscript when referring to beliefs about the incumbent so that �̂(ht) denotes the

probability that the incumbent at time t is an H-type.

It is important to note that di¤erent histories can lead to the same incumbent

reputation. I can group these together to de�ne a coarser partition of the set of

all histories as follows: if �̂(h1) = �̂(h2) for h1; h2 2 H then h1; h2 � ĥ 2 Ĥ. Note

that h1 and h2 need not be of the same length. I will refer to this as a Markovian

partition of histories and I will use this de�nition of Ĥ in the following section to

de�ne the Markov perfection re�nement.

Given a strategy pro�le (�; a) and beliefs �̂, the voter can compute his expected

future payo¤s at ht. Keeping in mind that �, a and �̂ denote functions while �(ht),

a(ht) and �̂(ht) are particular values, I write V (�; a; �̂;ht) for the voter�s value

function. Letting ht+1(r) denote the t+1-history reached from ht after a result r

is observed, it may be de�ned recursively:

V (�; a; �̂;ht) = �̂(ht)a(ht) + �

Z 1

�1
V (�; a; �̂;ht+1(r))f(rja(ht))dr
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Where � 2 (0; 1) is a discount factor common to the voter and all politicians.

Note that I do not explicitly write the reelection probability �(ht+1(r)) here. In-

stead, ht+1(r) captures whether the incumbent is reelected or an inexperienced

politician of reputation �0 is elected.

Similarly, I denote the value function of an incumbent H-type politicianQ(�; a; �̂;ht).

It may be de�ned recursively as:

Q(�; a; �̂;ht) = u(a(ht)) + �

Z 1

�1
�(ht+1(r))Q(�; a; �̂;ht+1(r))f(rja(ht))dr

Note that I explicitly write the reelection probability �(ht+1(r)) in the politi-

cian�s value function to highlight that the reelection decision determines whether

an incumbent will receive Q(�; a; �̂;ht+1(r)) the following period, or 0 if he is not

reelected.

De�nition 10. A sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson 1982) is a strategy

pro�le (��; a�) and a belief function �̂ such that:

(1) V (��; a�; �̂;ht) � V (�0; a�; �̂;ht) for all �0 and ht.

(2) Q(��; a�; �̂;ht) � Q(��; a0; �̂;ht) for all a0 and ht.

(3) �̂ evolves according to Bayes�rule3 using the strategies (��; a�).

3The full support assumption ensures that Bayes�rule is always applicable since
all histories are reached with positive density.
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r Voter’s stagegame utility.
a Politician’s effort.
uÝaÞ Politician’s stage game utility.
fÝr|aÞ pdf of r given a.
V Voter’s value function.
Q Politician’s value function.
a Voter’s reelection strategy.
W Incumbent’s reputation.

Summary of Important Notation

2.3. Equilibrium Selection

As in any in�nitely repeated game, I expect there to be a large set of sequential

equilibria. In this section, I discuss the problem of the multiplicity of equilibria

and some possibilities for narrowing my focus to those equilibria which are most

appealing. I begin with the following result which starkly outlines the problem

of multiplicity. Then, I proceed by describing several classes of equilibria of this

model and using them to motivate several equilibrium re�nements.

Proposition 11. Any pure reelection strategy � can be supported as part of a

sequential equilibrium.

To see that this is true, I �rst identify the equilibrium with the lowest payo¤s

for all players in the equilibrium set, which I call an equilibrium in grim strategies.

Suppose H-type politicians always choose a = 0. Then, the voter is left indi¤erent

among all politicians and may choose any reelection rule. In particular, it is a best
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response for him never to reelect a politician, regardless of his performance. This

reelection strategy makes a = 0 a best response.

Next, I note that this equilibrium may be used as part of other sequential

equilibria as a credible punishment to the voter for not following a prescribed

reelection strategy. Because the voter�s expected payo¤ can never be worse than 0,

the following is an equilibrium for any pure reelection strategy �: the voter plays

� on the equilibrium path while politicians play a best response to �. If the voter

ever deviates from �, equilibrium play switches to grim strategies.

One may object to the equilibria above by arguing that it is implausible that all

politicians in P will coordinate on playing grim strategies in the continuation game.

Since the physical environment is identical each time a politician is elected to his

�rst term, it seems natural to focus on equilibria in which strategies are the same

every time the voter begins a fresh relationship with a politician. This, of course,

implies that the value of the outside option for the politician is constant through

all histories. In a sense, this is a stationarity condition which I will call challenger-

stationarity. Because it is su¢ cient for my purposes and a weaker condition, I

de�ne challenger-stationarity in terms of the value of electing an inexperienced

politician rather than the continuation strategies played.

De�nition 12. An equilibrium satis�es challenger-stationarity if the value of

electing an inexperienced politician is history-independent.
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In a closely related paper, Banks and Sundaram (1993) describe an equilib-

rium of the repeated elections game which satis�es challenger-stationarity (follow-

ing Banks and Sundaram, I call these simple equilibria). All politicians are held to

a single performance standard. When this performance standard is not met, the

politician is not reelected. This is the case for politicians of any reputation, even

though the expected rewards to the voter are increasing in the incumbent�s repu-

tation. This is enforced through the following trigger strategy: after a politician

has missed his performance target once, he never expects to be reelected again and

will therefore never again exert e¤ort.

A serious criticism of simple equilibria, in my view, is that after a politician

with high reputation misses a performance target, both the voter and the politician

would bene�t from agreeing to keep the politician in o¢ ce and continue play as

if the incumbent had not violated the voter�s performance standard. Therefore,

the punishment prescribed by the equilibrium is not credible. More formally, the

equilibria are notWeakly Renegotiation-Proof (Farrell and Maskin 1989)4. There is

a continuation equilibrium with associated payo¤s which strictly Pareto dominate

those speci�ed as following the history in question.

4Weak renegotiation-proofness is a condition of internal consistency in that it makes
comparisons between the continuation payo¤s of a given equilibrium strategy pro-
�le. Competing notions of renegotiation-proofness, such as that advocated by
Pearce (1987), call for external consistency so that comparisons are made across
equilibria. In particular, Pearce argues that comparisons should be made among
the the lowest continuation payo¤s of equilibria. Because not reelecting politicians
(giving them continuation payo¤ of zero) is the voter�s only e¤ective tool for pro-
viding incentives, this approach is unlikely to narrow the set of equilibria in this
game.
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Farrell andMaskin�s de�nition of WRP equilibrium is as follows: an equilibrium

strategy � is WRP if there do not exist continuation equilibria �1 and �2 of � such

that �1 strictly Pareto dominates �2 (i.e. payo¤s under �1 are strictly greater for

both players than under �2). To adapt the de�nition of WRP to the current game,

I must take into account that the politician�s reputation is payo¤ relevant, so that

continuation payo¤s when the politician�s reputation is � may not be feasible when

his reputation is �0 6= �. The following de�nition formalizes this notion.

De�nition 13. A sequential equilibrium is Weakly Renegotiation-Proof (WRP)

if, for any two histories h1; h2 2 H leading to a reputation �, i.e. h1; h2 � ĥ 2 Ĥ,

V (h1) > V (h2) implies Q(h1) � Q(h2) (and therefore Q(h1) > Q(h2) implies

V (h1) � V (h2)).

As is well known, any Markov perfect equilibrium is WRP. Furthermore, given

that reputation is the only payo¤ relevant state variable, it is natural to look for

Markov perfect equilibria in which strategies depend only on reputation. In addi-

tion to the standard arguments for Markov perfect equilibrium (Maskin and Tirole

2001) which focus on the simplicity of Markovian strategies, it is also important

to address this possibility because previous work on related models has tended to
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predict that voters will use a simple reputation cuto¤ as a reelection rule5. Addi-

tionally, related work on repeated elections by Meirowitz (2007), Duggan (2000),

and Banks and Duggan (2006) has focused on Markov perfect equilibria. Banks

and Sundaram 1993 (p. 310) end their article by asking whether �interesting�equi-

libria which are stationary in reputation exist. Proposition 15 below answers in

the negative, at least for this slightly simpler setting.

De�nition 14. A sequential equilibrium is Markov perfect if strategies (�; a)

are measurable with respect to the Markovian partition Ĥ: (�; a) : Ĥ ! [0; 1]�R+.

Markov perfection takes the idea that history can matter only through the

state variable even further than WRP6. Once again, existence is easy to check

as equilibrium in grim strategies provides a trivial example of a Markov perfect

equilibrium. However, the following result makes clear that the Markovian criterion

is too strict to allow for the voter to e¤ectively incentivize H-type politicians.

Proposition 15. There is no Markov perfect equilibrium with positive value

for the voter (V > 0).

A full proof is provided in the Appendix (Section 2.6.2). To develop some of the

intuition behind the proof, suppose that politicians of all reputations provide e¤ort

5See Reed (1994), Banks and Sundaram (1998), Fearon (1999), Berganza (2000),
and Ashworth (2005). In these models with term limits, it is assumed that high
types perform better than low types in the last term in which no incentives for
e¤ort can be provided. Therefore, incumbents are reelected if their expected type
is higher than that of a replacement.
6See Farrell and Maskin 1989 for further discussion of the relation between WRP
and Markov Equilibria.
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of at least � > 0 in equilibrium. If reelection strategies depend only on reputation,

the politician�s ex-ante value of acquiring a reputation � is �(�)Q(�) = Q̂(�).

Because posterior reputation is increasing in performance, in order to provide

incentives for e¤ort the function Q̂(�) must be increasing in reputation. As a

politician�s reputation nears 1, the change in his reputation for a �xed but wide

set of outcomes (r) approaches 0. Therefore, the politician�s value function Q̂ must

increase at least a �xed amount (itself dependent on �) in each of an in�nity of

ever smaller intervals. However, I know that Q̂ is bounded above by the value of

holding o¢ ce forever while exerting zero e¤ort: u(0)
1�� . Therefore, providing incen-

tives for e¤ort at least � for all reputations is infeasible. Conversely, if politicians

of reputation at least � do not provide e¤ort, it is not worthwhile for the voter

to reelect them. This in turn, means that politicians should avoid ending up with

a reputation higher than �, and they can only do this by providing lower e¤ort,

leading to an unraveling of incentives for incumbents of all reputations.

The result, and its proof, echo Proposition 2 in Mailath and Samuelson 2001

(henceforth M-S). There are, however, important di¤erences. For instance, the

relation between prices and reputation assumed in M-S gives the agent built-in

incentives to improve his reputation which are absent in the current setting. In-

terestingly, the presence of continuous noise (and, thus, continuous outcomes) in

my model rules out the type of partition of reputation space which makes mixed

strategy equilibria with positive e¤ort possible in M-S.
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If one persists in looking for equilibria in which positive e¤ort is exerted while

insisting that strategies depend on history in the simplest way possible, the natural

next step is to allow for strategies to depend on both the politician�s current

reputation and his reputation the previous period. Such strategies are Markovian

if we take (�t�1; �t) rather than �t as the state variable. This condition is equivalent

to constraining strategies to depend only on reputation and performance: (rt; �t) or

(�t�1; rt). In Section 2.4, I de�ne a class of equilibria which satisfy this condition,

discuss their relation to previous work, and a prove their existence. These equilibria

are also WRP.

2.4. Equilibria in Reputation-Dependent Performance Cuto¤s (RDC)

Because the strategies I will consider in this section depend only on reputation

at the beginning of the term and current performance, I drop the notation em-

phasizing the dependence of the voter�s and the politicians�value functions V and

Q on the entire history of play and strategy pro�les. Instead, I emphasize their

dependence on incumbent reputation by writing V (�) and Q(�).

In order to �nd equilibria in which the voter provides incentives for H-types to

provide positive e¤ort but that are WRP and depend on history in the simplest way

possible, I look to the structure of the equilibria in the baseline models of political

agency. In my view, this has the added virtue of providing some continuity in the

modeling and understanding of electoral incentives. The seminal work of Ferejohn

1986 makes two important observations:
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� Performance cuto¤s are e¤ective means of providing incentives to politi-

cians.

� Voter indi¤erence over incumbents and replacements can be exploited to

sustain equilibria with performance cuto¤s.

In this model, politicians di¤er only in their perceived probability of being an

H-type - their reputation. An incumbent�s reputation will evolve as his record of

performance grows and, once he has served at least one term, it will never (with

probability zero) be exactly the same as that of a challenger (�0). Therefore, for

the voter to be kept indi¤erent between reelecting an incumbent and electing a

challenger, it must be that politicians of di¤erent reputations provide the same

expected utility to the voter: V (�) = V (�0), at least for � > �0. Therefore, I

speak of voter indi¤erence and a constant voter value function interchangeably.

Intuitively, this voter indi¤erence condition can be seen as a formalization of

the often-voiced sentiment: "One politician is as bad as another." This does not

mean that there are no di¤erences in competence among politicians, but that they

all exploit the system in their favor to the point where expected performance is

constant across politicians.

In addition to the connection to earlier models of political accountability, the

voter indi¤erence condition is connected in the current model to the concept weak

renegotiation-proofness (WRP, De�nition 13). Clearly, voter indi¤erence implies

WRP since continuation payo¤s are the same for the voter after any history of

play, ruling out Pareto improvements.
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Claim 16. Any equilibrium in which V (�) = V (�0) for all � which are reelected

with positive probability is weakly renegotiation-proof (WRP).

The following Proposition goes some way toward establishing the reverse im-

plication; i.e. that WRP implies voter indi¤erence. Speci�cally, the indi¤erence

condition will hold for a set of reputations of positive measure, and strategies out-

side of this set will be "uninteresting". In order to do so, I assume that the e¤ort

strategies of newly elected politicians do not depend on prior history (i.e. equilib-

ria are challenger-stationary, see De�nition 12). This seems natural in the current

context where each time a politician is elected for the �rst time, the continuation

game looks identical to the start of the game at time 0.

Proposition 17. In any equilibrium satisfying weak renegotiation-proofness

(WRP) and challenger-stationarity the following conditions hold:

� There is a subset of reputation space of strictly positive measure S � [0; 1]

such that, for any � 2 S, if �̂(h) = � then V (h) = V (�0).

� For any � 2 SC = [0; 1]nS, if h1; h2 � ĥ(�) then, either �(h1) = �(h2) = 1

or �(h1) = �(h2) = 0. That is, strategies in the complement of S are

Markovian and degenerate.

Proof. If an equilibrium does not provide positive value for the voter, then the

voter�s value function is constant at 0 and the conditions above are trivially satis-

�ed. Thus, in what follows, I look at equilibria in which V (�0) > 0.
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Consider any reputation � such that one can �nd histories h1 and h2 satisfying

�̂(h1) = �̂(h2) = �, �(h1) = 1 and �(h2) = 0 (or strategies are mixed but may lead

to reelection after h1 and dismissal after h2). Then WRP implies that, because

Q(h1) > Q(h2), V (h1) � V (h2). Also, because it is a best response to reelect

after h1, V (h1) � V (�0). Because it is a best response not to reelect after h
2,

V (h2) = V (�0). From this I conclude that V (h1) = V (h2) = V (�0).

This leaves reputation levels at which incumbents are always reelected or al-

ways thrown out of o¢ ce. However, any reelection strategy leading to this sort of

behavior over almost all reputations is an essentially Markovian reelection strat-

egy. By the generalization of Proposition 15 in the appendix, this contradicts the

premise that the equilibrium in question provides positive value for the voter. �

As it relates to the model of Ferejohn 1986, the relationship between WRP and

voter indi¤erence solidi�es the microfoundations of equilibria in performance cut-

o¤s. Even if one allows for heterogeneity among politicians, there is an intuitively

appealing equilibrium re�nement (WRP) which leads back to voter indi¤erence.

Thus, its use as a commitment device is both credible and focal.

If we are to preserve voter indi¤erence, we must use performance cuto¤s which

adjust to the incumbent�s reputation. Otherwise, expected results will be increas-

ing in reputation as in Banks and Sundaram 1993�s simple equilibria.

In order to keep the voter indi¤erent between incumbents and replacements

(V (�) = V (�0)), it must be that
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V (�) = �a(�)+�
R1
�1 [�(�̂(r; �))V (�̂(r; �)) + (1� �(�̂(r; �)))V (�0)] f(rja(�))dr

Solving for a(�) and substituting V (�) = V (�0) = V , we �nd that V =

�a(�) + �V . Solving for the incumbent�s e¤ort strategy: a(�) = V (1��)
�
: Denoting

v = V (1 � �) I write the identity for e¤ort levels which keep the voter indi¤erent

among politicians as:

a(�) =
v

�

I refer to v as the value to the voter of an e¤ort pro�le a(�). Note that

a0(�) = � v
�2
so that e¤ort is decreasing in reputation. Clearly, any equilibrium with

positive value to the voter (v > 0) will involve a lowest reputation politician which

will ever be elected, since a(�) ! 1 as � ! 0. I denote this lowest reelectable

reputation �min.

Because e¤ort strategies a(�) keep the voter indi¤erent among reelection strate-

gies, if there exists a performance cuto¤ function r(�) : [0; 1] ! R which makes

a(�) a best response, this will be a sequential equilibrium.

De�nition 18. An equilibrium in reputation-dependent performance cuto¤s

(RDC) with value v is a sequential equilibrium in which:

� Politicians follow an e¤ort strategy a(�t) = v
�t
.

� The voter follows a reelection strategy �(rt; �t) =

8><>: 1 if rt � r(�t�1)

0 otherwise
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The following Theorem states the existence of equilibria in reputation-dependent

cuto¤ strategies.

Theorem 19. There exists a class of equilibria in reputation-dependent perfor-

mance cuto¤s (RDC) in which the voters use a reputation-dependent performance

cuto¤ as their reelection strategy, are indi¤erent among politicians of all reputa-

tions above some threshold �min, and receive strictly positive expected utility.

The proof (in Section 2.6.1) proceeds as follows: let Q(�) be any bounded

and well-behaved candidate for the politician�s value function. If I have cho-

sen v carefully, it will be obtainable under Q(�) in an RDC equilibrium since

Q(�) is bounded below by u(0). I then de�ne an operator T (Q)(�) = u(a(�)) +

�
R1
rQ(�)

Q(�̂(r; �))f(rja(�))dr where rQ(�) is a reputation-dependent performance

cuto¤ implementing v. A �xed point of T will be a value function Q with asso-

ciated cuto¤ function rQ(�) implementing an e¤ort strategy a(�) = v
�
. Because

this e¤ort strategy leaves the voter indi¤erent between reelecting the incumbent

or not, the cuto¤ function describes a reelection strategy which is a best response.

Therefore, once I check su¢ cient conditions for a �xed point of T , I have found an

RDC equilibrium.

The equilibria constructed in the proof of Theorem 19 use performance cuto¤s

which are above the expected performance of high types (i.e. r(�) � a(�) > 0),

and therefore politicians are always reelected with probability strictly less than
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1
2
. Because of the relatively low reelection probability, the politician�s value func-

tion is lower than it would be in an equilibrium with higher reelection rates, and

therefore the highest level of implementable e¤ort would likely be higher in this

alternative scenario. Generally, I would expect similar equilibria using cuto¤s be-

low expected performance to exist and guarantee reelection rates strictly higher

than 1
2
. However, moving performance cuto¤s below expected performance allows

for the possibility that you may be reelected when your reputation has decreased,

and thus that a politician will be reelected even if it is infeasible for him to be

incentivized to provide the required e¤ort to keep indi¤erence. Whether this takes

place will depend on the slope of r(�), which in turn depends on the shape of

Q(�), which is an endogenous object. Therefore, whether RDC equilibria with

performance cuto¤s below expected performance exist remains an open question.

2.4.1. Career Dynamics and Comparative Statics

In this Section, I describe some properties of RDC equilibria with positive value

for the voter. A straight-forward implication of RDC equilibria is that e¤ort de-

creases with reputation. Additionally, in any RDC equilibrium expected reputation

increases with tenure. This is easy to see by the following argument. Because, in

equilibrium, the voter correctly anticipates the incumbent�s behavior as a function

of his type, the expected reputation of the incumbent after serving a term is the

same as his reputation at the beginning of the term. However, those incumbents

who end the term with the lowest reputation will be thrown out of o¢ ce, leading
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us to conclude that expected reputation will increase every time an incumbent is

reelected. This implies a negative relationship between expected performance and

tenure for a given politician (though not across politicians). Because incompetent

incumbents have no reason to exert e¤ort, or to vary their e¤ort exertion with

their reputation, e¤ort is decreasing in tenure across politicians, on average.

Claim 20. The expected level of reputation conditional on tenure is strictly

increasing in tenure. High types will fully reveal their type if they can stay in o¢ ce

forever, limtenure!1E (�jtenure;H) = 1: However, any incumbent will be thrown

out of o¢ ce in �nite time, limtenure!1 Pr(i in o¢ cejtenure) = 0.

Proof. The �rst part of the claim is argued in the text above. That high types

fully reveal their type if they can stay in o¢ ce forever, consider that in an RDC

equilibrium with value a
1�� , any competent incumbent exerts at least e¤ort a. As is

well known, the sample average of outcomes will be greater than a with probability

which converges to one as the sample size increases without bound.

To see that any incumbent is thrown out of o¢ ce in �nite time with proba-

bility one, observe �rst that competent incumbents always survive with a higher

probability than incompetent incumbents. This is the case because competent in-

cumbents exert e¤ort so that the distribution of outcomes when they are in o¢ ce

�rst order stochastically dominates that of incompetent incumbents. In order to

incentivize positive e¤ort, there must be a subset of outcomes of positive mass on

which the incumbent is not reelected for almost every � since, otherwise, we would
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have an absorbing state in which no e¤ort is provided. Because the set of reputa-

tions is compact, there is a maximum probability of reelection p < 1. Therefore,

the probability that any incumbent survives at least n periods in o¢ ce is Pr(i in

o¢ cejtenure = n) � pn�1. Clearly, limn!1 p
n�1 = 0. �

Claim 21. For a given politician, expected e¤ort and performance are nega-

tively related to tenure. Across politicians, expected e¤ort is negatively related to

tenure.

This is a prediction which has been emphasized by others, including Banks

and Sundaram (1998) and Ashworth (2005), though their derivation relies on last-

period e¤ects. As Ashworth (2005) points out, the prediction �ts well with the

negative correlation between tenure and personal constituent services in the U.S.

House of Representatives examined in Cain, Ferejohn and Fiorina (1990). In a

study of the U.S. senate, Levitt (1996) �nds some evidence of a positive correlation

between ideological shirking and tenure.

Recent work by Galasso, et al. (2009) �nds a negative relationship between

tenure and attendance in the Italian legislature. Attendance may be interpreted

as an observation of performance in this context if I reinterpret the model to �t

Italy�s parliamentary system. In this case, politicians are directly accountable to

their party rather than to the voters. One might imagine that parties face a similar

retention problem to that faced by voters in democracies with direct representation,

and thus may use RDC strategies.
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Because of the importance of the voter�s outside option in RDC equilibria, it

should not be surprising that the best payo¤ achievable for voters in an RDC

equilibrium is increasing in the average reputation of new politicians (�0). Indeed,

given an RDC equilibrium under �0, the same strategies may be used when new

politicians are more likely to be H-types (�00 > �0). This is because RDC strategies

do not depend on the initial reputation of politicians. This implies that the highest

achievable voter utility is weakly increasing in �0. However, we know that as

�0 ! 0, so do the feasible payo¤ levels for voters since a
�0
!1. Therefore, for any

RDC equilibrium with positive value to the voter, there is a �0 at which this value

is not feasible and, therefore, there is a �0 at which the highest expected payo¤

to the voter is strictly increasing. Similar logic applies to the comparison among

equilibria when we vary incumbent payo¤s by a constant.

Claim 22. The highest expected payo¤ to the voter in an RDC equilibrium is

weakly increasing in the proportion of high types in P (�0), and is strictly increasing

for some �0.

2.4.2. An Example with Perfect Monitoring: Reelection Rates and Ef-

�ciency

In this Subsection, I present a simple example in which the issues discussed above

and the dynamics implied by RDC equilibria are clari�ed. In order to derive ex-

plicit expressions for the voters�and incumbent�s payo¤s, I propose a model in
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which e¤ort and outcomes are perfectly correlated. Predictably, this makes the

moral hazard problem manageable. Nevertheless, voter-optimal reelection strate-

gies are performance cuto¤s supported by trigger strategies, RDC strategies are

optimal among renegotiation-proof strategies, and the example exhibits the key

elements of the dynamics described above as well as an intuitive incumbency ad-

vantage e¤ect.

The model is a special case of the general model described in Section 2.2. There

is an in�nite set of potential politicians N from which voters draw when they wish

to replace an incumbent. A proportion 1 � � are incompetent and will provide

utility r = 0 to voters. A proportion � are competent and can improve voter utility

by exerting costly e¤ort a = r. Competent incumbents receive utility U � a� each

period they are in o¢ ce.

Let 1 denote the state in which the incumbent is known to be competent, and

0 the state in which the incumbent is believed to be competent with probability

�. Once the incumbent is known to be competent, voters can elicit e¤ort a = r�

by playing the following reelection strategy:

� =
1 if r � r�

0 otherwise

If the following incentive constraint is satis�ed:

Q1 = U � a� + �Q1 � U
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For any level of supportable e¤ort a, the incumbent�s state 1 value function is

Q1 =
U�a�
1�� . The maximum level of e¤ort which can be supported is �a = (�U)

1
� .

Intuitively, this increasing in � and U and decreasing in � but, interestingly, unre-

sponsive to �.

In state 0, before the incumbent�s type has been revealed, the voter can imple-

ment e¤ort a using the same type of reelection strategies as above as long as the

following incentive constraint is satis�ed:

Q0 = U � a� + �Q1 � U

Clearly, if the voters elicit the same level of e¤ort in both states, Q0 = Q1.

Thus, the maximum level of e¤ort that can be incentivized from a competent

incumbent when his type is unknown is �a.

However, as is argued in the Section 2.3, these strategies are not weakly

renegotiation-proof if the expected value to the voter of being in state 1 is greater

than his expected value of being in state 0, which is clearly the case when the same

level of e¤ort is elicited in either case:

V1 =
a
1�� > �a+ �

�
� a
1�� + (1� �)V0

�
= V0

V0 =
�a

(1��)(1��(1��))

To see this, consider the o¤-equilibrium outcome in which a competent incum-

bent (whether we are in state 0 or 1 does not matter here) exerts e¤ort a0 < a.

He is now revealed to be competent and could provide the voter with continuation
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utility a
1�� if the voter and the incumbent agreed to continue play as if expecta-

tions of performance had been met. Because a
1�� >

�a
(1��)(1��(1��)) and Q1 > 0, this

agreement would be strictly bene�cial to both parties.

In order to make the threat of electing a challenger credible, more e¤ort should

be elicited of unknown incumbents than of known competent incumbents. Specif-

ically, we can derive the following relation:

V =
a1
1� � = �a0 + �V ) a0 =

a1
�

The state 0 incentive constraint is now:

Q0 = U � a� + �Q1 = U �
�
a

�

��
+

�

1� � (U � a
�) � U

So the highest level of e¤ort which can be supported of incumbents who are

known to be competent is aRDC = (�U)
1
� �

(1��+���)
1
�
. This increasing in �, �, and U and

decreasing in �.

Note that there is a stark incumbency advantage exhibited in both the equi-

libria discussed above. The ex-ante probability of reelection in state 1, that is for

incumbents who have survived one term, is 1. The ex-ante probability of reelec-

tion following an incumbent�s �rst term is �. Although there is no di¤erence in

reelection rates, RDC equilibria predict that incumbents will work less once their

type is revealed, whereas trigger strategy equilibria predict no variation in e¤ort

or performance levels over a given politician�s career.
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To measure the loss voters su¤er because of their inability to commit to trigger

strategy equilibria, we can look at the ratio of the voters�value functions at the

best trigger strategy and RDC equilibria respectively:

�V
V RDC

=
�a�

(1��)(1��(1��))
aRDC

1��
= �a

aRDC
�

(1��(1��))

= (�U)
1
� (1��+���)

1
�

(�U)
1
� �

�
(1��(1��)) =

(1��(1���))
1
�

(1��(1��))

The following Claim points out two implications of the expression above.

Claim 23. The e¢ ciency loss due to the voters�commitment problem vanishes

as voters and politicians become arbitrarily patient, or as the adverse selection

problem becomes arbitrarily small:

� lim
�!1

�V
V RDC

= 1 and lim
�!0

�V
V RDC

= 1

� lim�!1

�V
V RDC

= 1

The e¢ ciency loss is monotonically decreasing in �, but hump-shaped in �.

That is, there exists a �� 2 (0; 1) such that
@

�V

V RDC

@�
> 0 for any � < �� and

@
�V

V RDC

@�
< 0 for any � > ��.

Proof. The limit results can be derived from inspection of the expression for �V
V RDC

:

lim
�!1

�V
V RDC

= lim
�!1

(1��(1���))
1
�

(1��(1��)) = �
�
�

�
= 1

lim
�!0

�V
V RDC

= lim
�!0

(1��(1���))
1
�

(1��(1��)) = 1
1
�

1
= 1

lim�!1

�V
V RDC

= lim�!1

(1��(1���))
1
�

(1��(1��)) = 1
1
�

1
= 1

To establish the second result, we must take derivatives of �V
V RDC

:
@

�V

V RDC

@�
=

1
�
(1��(1���))

1��
� �����1(1��(1��))��(1��(1���))

1
�

(1��(1��))2
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=
�

�
(1��(1���))

1��
� ���1(1��(1��))�(1��(1���))

1
�

�
(1��(1��))2

Which is negative if (1� �(1� ��))
1��
� ���1 (1� � (1� �)) < (1� �(1� ��))

1
�

Or: (1� �(1� ��))
��
� ���1 (1� � (1� �))

= (1� �(1� ��))�1 ���1 (1� � (1� �)) < 1

That is: ���1 (1� � (1� �)) < (1� �(1� ��))

���1 (1� �) + ��� < (1� �) + ���

Which always holds if ���1 < 1, or equivalently � < 1.

Which con�rms that �V
V RDC

is decreasing in �.
@

�V

V RDC

@�
=

(1���) 1
�
(1��(1���))

1��
� (1��(1��))�(1��)(1��(1���))

1
�

(1��(1��))2

Which is positive if:

(1� ��) 1
�
(1� �(1� ��))

1��
� (1� � (1� �)) > (1� �) (1� �(1� ��))

1
�

Or, (1� ��) (1� � (1� �)) > � (1� �) (1� �(1� ��))

1� �� � � (1� �) > �
1�� [��

� (1� �)� � (1� ��)]

Note that ��� (1� �)� � (1� ��) < 0

and 1� �� � � (1� �) < 0.

Therefore,
@

�V

V RDC

@�
is positive whenever

�
1�� >

1�����(1��)
���(1��)��(1���)

Because �
1�� approaches zero as � ! 0 and grows without bound as � ! 1,

@
�V

V RDC

@�
is positive for small values of � and negative for high enough �. �

The following �gures illustrate the result above.
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Figure 2.1: E¢ ciency of RDC equilibria as � varies (� = 0:5, � = 2).
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Figure 2.2: E¢ ciency of RDC equilibria as � varies (� = :75, � = 2).
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2.5. Conclusions

The aim of this paper has been to improve the general understanding of the

dual role of elections: selecting competent politicians and incentivizing them to

exert costly e¤ort to the bene�t of the electorate. In particular, I have focused on

the potential interaction between a politician�s reputation, the voter�s willingness

to replace him with a less experienced candidate, and the politician�s performance.

I have done so in the context of a simple model of repeated elections without term

limits which does not assume that competence is desirable to the voter even in the

absence of incentivizing mechanisms.

As in many in�nitely repeated games, the problem of equilibrium selection

takes center stage. However, attention paid to this issue has been rewarded in un-

expected ways. I have shed light on the question of whether voters can e¤ectively

incentivize politicians by simply conditioning reelection on reputation. The answer

is no (Proposition 15), at least in the simple model I study. I have uncovered an

interesting relationship between weak renegotiation-proofness and the condition

that the voter be left indi¤erent among politicians of di¤erent reputations and,

therefore, between reelecting an incumbent and electing an inexperienced chal-

lenger (Claim 16 and Proposition 17). This has given us fresh perspective on a

seminal work in political agency (Ferejohn 1986) and increased con�dence in its

underlying logic. Finally, I have considered some of the virtues and limitations of

the large set of equilibria in trigger strategies.
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My exploration of the equilibrium set and its re�nements led me to general-

ize the equilibria of Ferejohn 1986 to a model with non-homogeneous politicians

(RDC equilibria, Section 2.4). The use of voter indi¤erence to support perfor-

mance cuto¤s which, in turn, allow the voter to incentivize e¤ort from politicians

is consistent with several intuitively appealing equilibrium re�nements. Addition-

ally, after establishing existence (Theorem 19), I go on to explore the predictions

of the model for political careers. The results presented in Section 2.4.1 replicate

those derived in similar models with term limits and in which incumbent type

directly a¤ects voter utility. That they continue to hold when there are no term

limits and politicians di¤er only in competence should encourage researchers to

look for evidence of these career dynamics in contexts such as the U.S. Congress

and understand them as a consequence of political agency.

I conclude by pointing to two promising avenues for future research. First,

one might expect related models to yield rich predictions about the variation in

reelection rates across politicians of di¤ering tenure and reputation. Because of

technical di¢ culties which I discuss at the end on Section 2.4, I have not been

able to derive such implications from this paper�s model. Second, a model of

repeated elections which allows for di¤erences in politicians�integrity instead of, or

in addition to, di¤erences in competence will make di¤erent predictions about voter

behavior and political careers. In particular, I conjecture that, in stark contrast to

the results of this paper, stationary or Markovian strategies would serve the voter

well if �good�politicians perform as well as any incumbent can. Once a politician�s
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reputation is high enough, his expected performance will necessarily be better than

that of a challenger, and voters would like to keep such an incumbent in o¢ ce as

long as possible.
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2.6. Technical Appendix

For easy reference in the proofs that follow, I rewrite and label the assumptions

on the density function f(rja) discussed in Section 2.2.1.

(A1.) Full support: f(rja) > 0 for all r and a.

(A2.) f(rja) is twice continuously di¤erentiable in both arguments.

(A3.)

Monotone Likelihood Ratio Property:
f(xja)
f(xja0) >

f(yja)
f(yja0) 8 x > y and a > a0:

(A4.) Immutability: f(rja) = f(r + kja+ k) for any k 2 R.

(A5.) Symmetry: f(rja) is symmetric around its mean.
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(A6.)

Strict Concavity: � u00(a) > max
Q

Z
faa(rja)Q(r)dr for Q : R! [u(0);

u(0)

1� � ].

It is useful to note that A3. and A4. imply that f(rja) is log-concave in r (see

Bagnoli and Bergstrom 2005 for some implications). I use this fact in the proof of

Lemma 28 below.

Lemma 24. If f(rja) is twice continuously di¤erentiable and it satis�es the

monotone likelihood ratio property and immutability, it is log-concave in r.

Proof. Let x0 > x and y0 > y.

A density function satis�es the monotone likelihood ratio property if:

f(x0;y0)
f(x0;y) >

f(x;y0)
f(x;y)

Taking logs on both sides:

ln f(x0jy0)� ln f(x0jy) > ln f(xjy0)� ln f(xjy)

If f is twice continuously di¤erentiable, ln f(x0jy0)�ln f(x0jy) � @ ln f(xjy)
@y

(y0�y)

when (y0 � y) is small. Thus, the inequality above implies:
@ ln f(x0jy)

@y
> @ ln f(xjy)

@y

Because this most hold for all x0 > x, this is equivalent to @2 ln f(xjy)
@y@x

> 0.

Immutability states that f(xjy) = f(x� yj0).

Therefore, it must be that @2 ln f(xjy)
@y@x

= �@2 ln f(x�yj0)
@x2

> 0. Since this holds for

all x and y, I conclude that f is log concave. �
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In what follows, fa(rja) = @f(rja)
@a

, faa(rja) = @2f(rja)
@a2

and �̂2(r; �) =
@�̂(r;�)
@�

.

2.6.1. Existence of RDC equilibria - proof of Theorem 19

I proceed by determining reputation-dependent performance cuto¤s which imple-

ment e¤ort levels which make the voter�s expected utility constant across repu-

tations. Once I have done this, I de�ne an operator which, for any well-behaved

candidate value function for the incumbent, determines performance cuto¤s and

a new candidate value function. A �xed point of this operator gives us an in-

cumbent value function and associated performance cuto¤s. Because, at every

reputation point, the voter is indi¤erent between reelecting the incumbent and

electing a challenger, using these performance cuto¤s as a reelection strategy is

sequentially rational for the voter. Thus, the following four elements describe

a sequential equilibrium: value functions for the politician and the voter, e¤ort

strategies which keep the voter�s value function constant, and reelection strategies

which use the derived performance cuto¤s to make reelection decisions. In order

to guarantee the existence of a �xed point, I must check that the conditions for

Schauder�s �xed point theorem hold. I do so in a series of Lemmas.

When facing a reputation-dependent performance cuto¤, an H-type politician

with reputation � solves the problem:

max
a

�
u(a) + �

Z 1

r(�)

Q(�̂(r; �))f(rja)dr
�
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To implement performance v (or e¤ort strategy a(�) = v
�
) with a reputation-

dependent cuto¤ r(�) the politician�s �rst order condition (FOC) must be satis�ed

at a(�):

u0(a(�)) + �

Z 1

r(�)

Q(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr = 0

The FOC uniquely determines the incumbent�s action since, by assumption

A6.,

u00(a(�)) + �

Z 1

r(�)

Q(�̂(r; �))faa(rja(�))dr < 0

The FOC must hold at every reputation point � so that the derivative of the

F.O.C. with respect to � must be 0:

u00(a(�))a0(�)� �r0(�)Q(�̂(r(�); �))fa(r(�)ja(�))

+�
R1
r(�)

Q0(�̂(r; �))�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�)) +Q(�̂(r; �))faa(rja(�))a0(�)dr = 0

Solving for r0(�):

r0(�) =

1
�
u00(a(�))a0(�) +

R1
r(�)

Q0(�̂(r; �))�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))Q(�̂(r(�); �))

(2.1)

+
Q(�̂(r; �))faa(rja(�))a0(�)dr
fa(r(�)ja(�))Q(�̂(r(�); �))

(2.2)

The Fundamental Theorem of Di¤erential Equations guarantees the existence

of a function r(�) satisfying the equation above as long as the �rst order condition
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is feasible and I can bound r(�) away from the point where fa(r(�)ja(�)) = 0 (for

symmetric distributions, this point is a(�)), since the RHS of the expression above

is continuous and the domain of r(�) is compact.

Before presenting a proof of existence of these equilibria, I select a feasible

value for the voter: v > 0. For analytical convenience, I focus on cuto¤s where

r(�)� a(�) > 0 and fa(r(�)ja(�)) > 0.

A lower bound for the value of holding o¢ ce is �Q = u(0). To emphasize its

dependence on v, I write a(�; v) = v
�
for the incumbent�s e¤ort strategy. Us-

ing this lower bound as a hypothetical constant value function and invoking the

immutability assumption A4.:

�u0(a(�; v)) = �
Z 1

r(�)

�Qfa(rja(�; v))dr = � �Qf(r(�)ja(�; v))

Clearly, this equality cannot hold for v large enough. However, as v ! 0,

a(�; v) ! 0 and therefore u0(a(�; v)) ! 0. However, �Q > 0, so that the equation

must hold for appropriate r(�) for v low enough (but still strictly positive). Indeed,

I can guarantee that a strictly positive v may be sustained as above even if I restrict

attention to cuto¤s satisfying r(�)� a(�) > L for any given lower bound L. This

will be useful when proving Lemma 28.

I now present the �xed point problem, referring to the derivations above as

they become useful.
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De�nition 25. Let C([0; 1]) be the space of bounded, continuous functions

f : [0; 1]! R.

Let Ĉ � C([0; 1]) be the restriction of this space to functions with K-bounded

�rst derivative and codomain [u(0); u(0)
(1��) ].

It is clear that Ĉ is non-empty, bounded, closed, and convex.

De�nition 26. The operator T : Ĉ ! Ĉ is:

T (Q)(�) = u(a(�)) + �
R1
rQ(�)

Q(�̂(r; �))f(rja(�))dr

A �xed point of this operator will de�ne a value function for the politician in a

reputation-dependent cuto¤ equilibrium. To prove the existence of a �xed point,

I will use Schauder�s �xed point theorem. Schauder�s theorem is a generalization

of Brouwer�s �xed point theorem to in�nite-dimensional spaces. For a proof, see

Lusternik and Sobolev (1974).

Theorem 27 (Schauder�s Fixed Point Theorem). Let X be a bounded subset

of Rm, and let C(X) be the space of bounded continuous functions on X, with

the sup norm. Let F be non-empty, closed, bounded and convex. If the mapping

T : F ! F is continuous and the family T (F ) is equicontinuous, then T has a

�xed point in F .

I must �rst verify that T maps Ĉ to Ĉ.

That T (Q) is continuously di¤erentiable in � is immediate from the di¤eren-

tiability of f , Q, a(�), and rQ(�).
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That T (Q) has a K-bounded derivative is veri�ed in the following Lemma.

It will be useful in proving the Lemma to note that the �rst derivative with

respect to � of the Bayesian updating function is:

@�̂(r; �)

@�
= �̂2(r; �) =

f(rja(�))f(rj0) + �(1� �)a0(�)fa(rja(�))f(rj0)
(�f(rja(�)) + (1� �)f(rj0))2

It is useful to note that �̂2(r; �) ! 1 as a(�) ! 0. The second term in the

numerator converges to zero since fa(rja(�))f(rj0) is uniformly bounded above.

Lemma 28. For any continuously di¤erentiable function Q with absolutely K-

bounded �rst derivative,
���@T (Q)@�

��� < K for any � 2 [�0; 1] and small enough v > 0:

Proof. @T (Q)
@�

=
@[u(a(�))+�

R1
r(�)Q(�̂(r;�))f(rja(�))dr]

@�
=

u0(a(�))a0(�) + �
R1
r(�)

a0(�)Q(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr

+�
R1
r(�)

Q0(�̂(r; �))�̂2(r; �)f(rja(�))dr � �r0(�)Q(�̂(r(�); �))f(r(�)ja(�))

The �rst two terms add up to zero by the politician�s F.O.C. Substituting

equation 2.1 into the fourth term:

�
R1
r(�)

Q0(�̂(r; �))�̂2(r; �)f(rja(�))dr

� f(r(�)ja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))(u

00(a(�))a0(�) + �
R1
r(�)

Q0(�̂(r; �))�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�))

+Q(�̂(r; �))faa(rja(�))a0(�)dr)

I �rst consider the terms which include Q0. Combining them gives:���R1r(�) �̂2(r; �)Q0(�̂(r; �))�f(rja(�))� f(r(�)ja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))fa(rja(�))

�
dr
���

< K
���R1r(�) �̂2(r; �)�f(rja(�))� f(r(�)ja(�))

fa(r(�)ja(�))fa(rja(�))
�
dr
���
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< K
��� f(r(�)ja(�))fa(r(�)ja(�))

R1
r(�)

�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�))dr
���

Where I use Lemma 24 to derive both inequalities as it guarantees that the

terms involving f(rja(�)) and fa(rja(�)) will not change sign.

Because lima!0 �̂2(r; �) = 1 and using Lemma 24 again I can say that the

last expression is �nite for any r(�) > a(�) and low enough a(�). Therefore,

limr(�)!1
f(r(�)ja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))

R1
r(�)

�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�))dr = 0.

As argued in the text preceding the Lemma, since Q is bounded below, I may

choose r(�) as large as I like while still supporting positive e¤ort. In particular,

I may choose r(�), and thus a(�), so that the following inequality holds for all

� > �0:

�
R1
r(�)

�̂2(r; �)f(rja(�))dr �
f(r(�)ja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))�

R1
r(�)

�̂2(r; �)fa(rja(�))dr < :9

Therefore,

�
R1
r(�)

h
Q0(�̂(r; �))f(rja(�))�Q0(�̂(r; �)) f(r(�)ja(�))

fa(r(�)ja(�))fa(rja(�))
i
�̂2(r; �)dr < :9K.

The maximum value Q can take is the value of exerting minimum e¤ort (0)

and holding o¢ ce forever: u(0)
1�� . Thus, because���R1r(�) faa(rja(�))dr��� < B for some B > 0 I can conclude that���R1r(�) a0(�)Q(�̂(r; �))faa(rja(�))dr��� < B v

�20

u(0)
1�� where v is determined by the

choice of r(�) made above.

Similarly, by assumption ju00(a(�))j < 1 . I may focus on a closed interval

a 2 [0; v
�0
] so that the second derivative is uniformly bounded above:

ju00(a(�))j < U for some U > 0.
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Using these bounds, I have that the absolute value of the derivative above is

bounded by:

0:9K + f(r(�)ja(�))
fa(r(�)ja(�))

v
�20

�
U +B u(0)

1��

�
< K

The �rst term is strictly less than K. The second term does not depend on K,

so that choosing K high enough makes it strictly less than 0:1K. �

Having a bounded derivative also ensures that the class of functions T (Ĉ) is

equicontinuous. A class of functions is equicontinuous if, given " > 0, there is a

� > 0 such that jf(x)� f(y)j < " whenever jx� yj < � for any x in the domain of

f and any f 2 T (Ĉ).

Lemma 29. Let T (Ĉ) be a class of bounded, continuous and di¤erentiable

functions with a uniformly bounded derivative. Then T (Ĉ) is equicontinuous.

Proof. For any f 2 T (Ĉ), jf(x)�f(y)jjx�yj � f 0(x). Because jf 0(x)j < B, jf(x)� f(y)j <

B jx� yj.

Because the boundB on the derivative is the same for all f 2 T (Ĉ), if we choose

x and y such that jx� yj < "
B
, jf(x)� f(y)j < " for any f 2 T (Ĉ). Therefore

T (Ĉ) is equicontinuous. �

Next I verify that the operator T is continuous.

Lemma 30. The operator T is continuous.

Proof. Let fQigi2N � Ĉ be a sequence of functions converging to Q in the sup

norm.
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Then, for any � > 0 9j 2 N such that 8i > j; kQi �Qk < �:

(T (Qi)� T (Q)) (�) = �
R1
rQ(�)

[Qi(�̂(r; �))�Q(�̂(r; �))] f(rja(�))dr

+�
R rQ(�)
rQi (�)

Qi(�̂(r; �))f(rja(�))dr

if rQi(�) > rQ(�): For the reverse case, an identical argument may be used.

The �rst term converges to zero by de�nition of Qi.

The second term converges to zero because rQi(�) ! rQ(�). To see this,

consider the following equality derived from the politician�s F.O.C.:R1
rQ(�)

[Qi(�̂(r; �))�Q(�̂(r; �))] fa(rja(�))dr =
R rQ(�)
rQi (�)

Qi(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr

Again, the term on the LHS converges to zero by convergence of Qi. Hence the

RHSmust also converge to zero. However, because rQi(�) > a(�) andQi(�̂(r; �)) �

u(0), the terms inside the integral are bounded away from zero. Therefore, it must

be that rQi(�)! rQ(�).

I have now established that kT (Qi)� T (Q)k ! 0 so that T is a continuous

operator.

I may now apply Schauder�s FPT to �nd a value function and a reputation-

dependent cuto¤ function r(�) implementing e¤ort strategy a(�; v).

This completes the proof of existence. �
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2.6.2. Impossibility of Markov perfect equilibria with positive e¤ort -

proof of Proposition 15

In this section I present a proof of a slightly more general version of Proposition 15.

Speci�cally, I generalize the statement to include strategies which are Markovian

with probability 1.

De�nition 31. An equilibrium is essentially Markov perfect if strategies (�; a)

are measurable with respect to the Markovian partition for a set of reputations

M � [0; 1] of Lebesgue measure 1.

Note that any Markovian strategy is also essentially Markovian. Although the

distinction is not of interest in and of itself, I make it here as it is useful in establish-

ing Proposition 17 in Section 2.4. The extension does not signi�cantly complicate

the proof since it requires only that we note that non-Markovian strategies which

are played with probability 0 do not a¤ect the strategic calculus of players involved.

Proposition 32. There is no essentially Markov perfect equilibrium with pos-

itive value for the voter.

In what follows, for ease of exposition I write Q̂(�̂(r; �)) for �(�̂(r; �))Q(�̂(r; �)).

The proof proceeds as follows. First, I consider the case in which e¤ort is

bounded below for some interval [m; 1) of reputations and Q̂ is weakly monotonic.

This leads me to conclude that Q̂ is unbounded, a contradiction.
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Then, I generalize the result in several ways. First, if Q̂ is not weakly monotonic,

I show that one may look at a moving average of Q̂ and that repeated applica-

tion of the moving average operator leads to a function which is monotonic or

approximately constant over an interval [z; 1), and thus to the same contradiction

as above.

Once this is done, I am left with the possibility that e¤ort is not bounded below.

However, I show that, if positive e¤ort is ever incentivized, politicians with high

reputation must be reelected with positive probability and, if that is the case, there

must be politicians of arbitrarily high reputation who exert e¤ort above some �xed

lower bound. Therefore, I am able to complete the argument by showing that these

minimum conditions are enough to lead to the conclusion that Q̂ is unbounded.

Thus, there can be no Markov perfect equilibrium supporting positive e¤ort if the

politician�s payo¤s are bounded.

Consider �rst the case in which there is a lower bound b > 0 on the e¤ort

exerted by politicians with reputation in [x; 1). Using the politician�s FOC, I know

that his value function must satisfy

�

Z 1

�1
Q̂(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr � �u0(b) = B > 0

By A4. I can rewrite Q̂(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�)) as Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)).

Because
R1
0
fa(rj0)dr <1, I can �nd a value r� 2 R+ such that

�
R r�
�r� Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr � �

R1
�1 Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr � "
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for some �xed " 2 (0; B
2
).

Suppose Q̂ is weakly monotonic. If Q̂ is weakly decreasing, the integrals

above will be weakly negative since, by A5., �
R1
�1 Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr =

�
R1
0

h
Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))� Q̂(�̂(�r + a(�); �))

i
fa(rj0)dr < 0. Thus, the F.O.C.

will not be satis�ed. Suppose Q̂ is weakly increasing. By the monotone likelihood

ratio property (A3.), I know that there is a unique point at which fa(rj0) = 0 with

the derivative being negative to the left and positive to the right of that point.

Because f(rj0) is symmetric (A5.), this point is 0. Then,

�
R r�
�r� Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr

� �
R r�
0
Q̂(�̂(r� + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr + �

R 0
�r� Q̂(�̂(�r

� + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr

� �
h
Q̂(�̂(r� + a(�); �))� Q̂(�̂(�r� + a(�); �)

i
k

where k =
R r�
0
fa(rj0)dr.

Therefore, Q̂(�̂(r� + a(�); �))� Q̂(�̂(�r� + a(�); �) � B
2�k
> 0 for all �.

Given � and r�, there is a �0 such that � = �̂(�r� + a(�0); �0). Therefore, Q̂

must increase by at least B
2�k

over [�̂(�r� + a(�0); �0); �̂(r� + a(�0); �0)]. Because

this process can be repeated inde�nitely, this implies that Q̂ grows without bound,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, there can be no Markov reelection strategy

leading to a weakly monotonic Q̂ over any interval [x; 1] while e¤ort is bounded

below by b > 0.

I am left with the possibility of a Q̂ which is non-monotonic over every interval

of the form [x; 1]. Suppose I have found such a Q̂. Then,

�
R r�
�r� Q̂(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr �

B
2
for all �.
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De�ne Q̂(x) = Q̂(�̂(r + a(x); x)) for x 2 [m; 1]. Then,

�
R r�
�r� Q̂(x)fa(rj0)dr �

B
2

Therefore, �
R r�
�r�

1
�̂(r�;�)��

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂(x)dxfa(rj0)dr � B
2

1
�̂(r�;�)��

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂(x)dx is a moving average of Q̂. We may apply this operator

repeatedly de�ning Q̂0 = Q̂ and Q̂i(�) = 1
�̂(r�;�)��

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂i�1(x)dx. The following

Lemma establishes a basic but useful fact about the moving average operator.

Lemma 33. Given a function Q̂, there exists an interval of positive length

[z; 1) such that Q̂2 is either weakly monotonic or approximately constant on [z; 1).

Proof. After the moving average operator has been applied once, Q̂1 is continuous

and di¤erentiable with derivative

Q̂01(�) =
@( 1

�̂(r�;�)��)
@�

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂0(x)dx+
1

�̂(r�;�)��

�
�̂2(r

�; �)Q̂0(�̂(r
�; �))� Q̂0(�)

�
.

Therefore Q̂2 is continuously di¤erentiable and

Q̂02 =
@( 1

�̂(r�;�)��)
@�

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂1(x)dx+
1

�̂(r�;�)��

�
�̂2(r

�; �)Q̂1(�̂(r
�; �))� Q̂1(�)

�
.

Q̂002 =
@2( 1

�̂(r�;�)��)
@�2

R �̂(r�;�)
�

Q̂1(x)dx+2
@( 1

�̂(r�;�)��)
@�

�
�̂2(r

�; �)Q̂1(�̂(r
�; �))� Q̂1(�)

�
+ 1
�̂(r�;�)��

�
�̂22(r

�; �)Q̂1(�̂(r
�; �)) + �̂2(r

�; �)Q̂01(�̂(r
�; �))� Q̂01(�)

�
.

Because Q̂ is bounded, Q̂02 and Q̂
00
2 are bounded. Let B > 0 denote the bound

on Q̂002.

Given an " > 0, there is a z such that if
���Q̂02(�)��� > " for some � 2 [z; 1) then

Q̂2 is strictly monotonic over [z; 1). This is because the most Q̂02 can change in a

distance less than 1 � z is B(1 � z) < " for z close enough to 1. If there is no

� 2 [z; 1) such that
���Q̂02(�)��� > ", then Q̂2 � C1 < � for some constant function
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C and a � which becomes arbitrarily small as " ! 0. Thus, Q̂2 is approximately

constant. �

If Q̂2 is weakly monotonic over [z; 1), I may now repeat the arguments for

weakly monotonic functions on Q̂2 starting at the point z. Since a bounded Q̂

should imply a bounded Q̂2, I am once again left with a contradiction. If Q̂2 is

merely approximately constant, I note that �
R r�
�r� Cfa(rj0)dr = 0 by symmetry of

f(rj0) (A5.) and, for � such that �̂(�r� + a(�); �)) > z,���R r��r� Q̂2(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr � R r��r� Cfa(rj0)dr���
=
���R r��r� Q̂2(�̂(r + a(�); �))fa(rj0)dr��� < B

2
(if � is chosen small enough) which

contradicts the derived properties of Q̂.

Now, I consider the case where there is no lower bound on e¤ort exerted. The

following Lemmas provide constraints on what can happen in such a hypothetical

equilibrium.

Lemma 34. In any Markov equilibrium with positive value V (�0) > 0, every

interval of the form [�; 1] must contain reputation points at which politicians are

reelected with strictly positive probability.

Proof. Suppose not. Let r̂(a) denote the outcome which would keep the politi-

cian�s reputation constant:

r̂(a) = frj�̂(r; �) = �g
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Note that, using assumption A3., r̂(a) < a (if r is normally distributed r̂(a) =

a
2
).

Then consider the �rst order condition of a politician with the highest reputation

which is reelected with positive probability �:

u0(a(�)) + �

Z r̂(a)

�1
Q(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr < 0 for any a(�).

Because fa(rja(�)) is negative for all values below a(�). Therefore, a(�) = 0

and � is an absorbing state. Since I assumed V (�0) > 0, it is not a best response

for the voter to reelect a politician with reputation �, contradicting the de�nition

of �. �

Lemma 35. Consider a Markov perfect equilibrium with positive value for the

voter V (�0) > 0. In every reputation interval of the form [�; 1] there must be a

subset of positive measure in which politicians exert e¤ort above some �xed lower

bound b > 0.

Proof. Suppose not. Then, choose a lower bound b < 1
2
V (�0) and let [�; 1] be an

interval over which e¤ort is bounded above by b almost everywhere. V is bounded

above by the constant function �V = �a
1�� where u(�a) = 0. Let k satisfy

Pk
i=0 �

ib+P1
i=k+1 �

i �V < V (�0). By Lemma 34, there must be reputations arbitrarily close

to 1 which are reelected with positive probability. Because e¤ort is bounded, I

may choose a reputation (call it �̂) which is reelected with positive probability and

from which the probability of transitioning out of [�; 1] in k periods or fewer (call
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it p) is arbitrarily small. In particular, if I choose p < V (�0)

� �V
, an upper bound on

the value to the voter of having a politician with reputation �̂ in o¢ ce (V (�̂)) is:

V (�̂) < (1� p)
 

kX
i=0

�ib+

1X
i=k+1

�i �V

!
+ p� �V < V (�0)

If the politician is reelected in each of his �rst k terms. Note that the probability

of transitioning to a point in [�; 1] at which e¤ort higher than b is exerted is

zero because this may happens only on a subset of measure 0, and therefore this

possibility does not a¤ect the calculation of expected rewards.

If he does not survive k terms, then V (�̂) is less than:

V (�̂) < b+ �V (�0) < V (�0)

Therefore, it is not a best response to reelect a politician when his reputation

is �̂, which contradicts the de�nition of �̂. �

Given Lemma 35, if I have a weakly monotonic value function I need only to

modify the arguments above as follows. Instead of moving to a reputation satisfying

� = �̂(�r�+a(�0); �0) I move to one satisfying a(�0) > b and � < �̂(�r�+a(�0); �0).

Once again, I conclude that Q̂must increase by at least a �xed amount B
2�k
in�nitely

many times, contradicting its boundedness.

To deal with non-monotonic candidate value functions Q̂ I note that, given

Lemma 35, repeated application of the moving average operation ensures that the

value of all integrals �
R r�
�r� Q̂i(�̂(r; �))fa(rja(�))dr will be positive. Because these
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are de�ned on a closed set [�0; 1], there exists a minimum value of these integrals.

Now, I may apply the same arguments as above: Q̂2 includes a weakly monotonic

segment [z; 1), and this contradicts of the boundedness of Q̂.

Finally, note that in all the arguments above, having a function Z which di¤ers

from Q̂ only on a set of Lebesgue measure 0 will not change any of the results, be-

cause the integrals will yield the same values under both functions. Therefore, it is

immediate that the result extends to rule out essentially Markov perfect equilibria

with positive value for the voter.



CHAPTER 3

Super Tuesday: Campaign Finance and the Dynamics of

Primary Elections

3.1. Introduction

"People don�t lose campaigns. They run out of money and can�t get

their planes in the air. That�s the reality."

-Robert Farmer, fundraiser for Michael Dukakis and Bill Clinton

(quoted in Brown et al. 1995)

Presidential nomination campaigns in the United States are lengthy processes.

In 2008, the most recent, the �rst votes were cast in the Iowa caucus on January 3rd

while the last votes were cast �ve full months later in Montana and South Dakota

on June 3rd. During the course of the primary season candidates entered and left

the race, and their popularity with voters and donors �uctuated as the process

unfolded. Many of the phenomena of interest to both the popular media and

academics are inherently dynamic in nature: candidates�momentum, the potential

e¤ects of changing the electoral calendar, what voters learn from early results and

how information a¤ects their voting decisions, etc.

95
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Money plays an important role throughout the nomination process. Running

a competitive campaign is very costly and candidates depend on donors to keep

their bids alive. During the 2008 primaries, candidates for the Democratic nom-

ination raised a staggering $787 million, while Republicans raised $477 million1.

Donors learn about candidates as the primary season progresses and donations

�uctuate through time as candidates�performance in early states informs future

donation decisions. As the opening quote highlights, contenders typically know

they have lost the election when they can no longer raise enough funds to con-

tinue campaigning competitively. Clearly, donors are major players in presidential

primaries, and their behavior has a �rst-order impact on the dynamic phenomena

mentioned above.

This paper presents a game-theoretic, microfounded model of primary elections

which examines the role of campaign �nance in determining the unfolding of pres-

idential nomination campaigns. I take the view that campaigns are a means of

providing information to the public (as in Coate 2004 and Ashworth 2006), and

that the election itself is an information aggregation mechanism through which

information dispersed in the population is elicited in order to make the best pos-

sible choice of nominee (as in Feddersen and Pesendorfer 1996). Policy di¤erences

within a party are taken to be negligible and the information that is aggregated by

the elections and revealed through campaigns is about the candidates�electability:

1Numbers from The Campaign Finance Institute. See
http://www.c�nst.org/pr/prRelease.aspx?ReleaseID=205.
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the qualities which determine how likely a candidate is to win the general election

for the party.

Within this framework, donating to a political campaign is a way of increasing

the amount of information available to voters. Thus, it is a way of helping the

party select a better candidate and increase its chances of winning the general

election. Given mixed evidence (Ansolabehere, de Figueiredo and Snyder 2003),

I am agnostic as to the motivation of donors. In the main body of the paper I

speak of a single special interest group (SIG) which sees donations as investments

which will yield future bene�ts in the form of access, policy favors, agenda setting,

or other services if the receiving candidate wins the general election. The SIG has

an interest in helping the party select the most electable candidate because that

is the group�s only chance of bene�ting from favorable policies. In Section 5, I

present extensions of the model, with many special interest groups (Proposition

46) and with altruistic donors (Proposition 47), which lead to equivalent donor

behavior. The model of altruistic donations is of special interest as it reconciles

the small average size of individual donations (individuals are currently subject to a

$2400 donation limit) with donor behavior which is responsive to circumstances in

ways suggestive of the expectation that a particular donation will a¤ect outcomes

and/or elicit future favors. Thus, it contributes to the theoretical understanding

of campaign �nance.

The predictions of the model are in line with stylized facts observed in U.S.

presidential primaries:
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� Donors give gradually to candidates (McCarty and Rothenberg 2000).

� Money follows electoral success (Aldrich 1980 [2][3], Hinckley and Green

1996, Mayer 1996, Damore 1997).

� Candidates drop out under �nancial duress (Mayer 1996 ch. 2, Norrander

2000, Haynes et al. 2004).

Another point of interest is the e¤ect of making changes in the electoral calen-

dar. In the 2008 primaries, much controversy was sparked by Florida and Michi-

gan�s decision to hold their primaries in January, ignoring the parties�order that

they be held no sooner than February 5th. Much speculation surrounded the

largest Super Tuesday ever, held on February 5th, in which 22 states voted and

over half of all delegates were pledged. Indeed, the trend toward frontloading,

holding more events sooner in the primary season, has been a subject of debate

since it began in 1988 (Busch and Mayer 2004). Proposals for reform of the elec-

toral calendar abound and include a national primary, voting in regional blocks, a

scheduling lottery, and others (Smith and Springer 2009).

Because the electoral calendar determines what information donors will have

when deciding whether to fund a campaign, the model studied in this paper allows

one to examine the welfare implications of adopting di¤erent electoral calendars.

Donors prefer to have strictly sequential primaries so that the decision of whether

to fund each campaign can be made individually, thus minimizing the expected

cost of the process (Proposition 40). However, stakeholders who do not bear the
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cost of the campaign, such as voters and parties, prefer to have as many cam-

paigns funded as possible. These stakeholders may be best served by electoral

calendars which are �lumpy� and force donors to choose whether to fund cam-

paigns in groups. Under the right cost conditions, these electoral calendars will

maximize the expected amount of donations made and, thus, the expected amount

of information revealed before a nominee is selected (Theorem 44). These blocks of

voters, voting simultaneously early in an election, are reminiscent of Super Tues-

days in U.S. presidential primaries. One of the main contributions of this paper

is to provide a game theoretic rationale for the existence of Super Tuesdays. My

conclusion is that a frontloaded or Super Tuesday calendar may be preferable to a

sequential one if the cost of campaigning is low enough for competitive challengers

to raise adequate funds for early primaries. Otherwise, a sequential election will

be more e¤ective at helping voters select the most competitive nominee.

3.1.1. Related Literature

Sequential elections were �rst studied in a game-theoretic setting by Dekel and

Piccione (2000). Their main result is that equilibria of a simultaneous election

game are also equilibria of all sequential versions of the game. Because voters

condition their vote on being pivotal, it does not matter whether some information

is revealed before a voter casts his ballot. This result left scholars to wonder under

what conditions the dynamic phenomena mentioned in the introduction, especially

momentum, might arise. Battaglini (2005) shows that, if voting is costly, voters
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will abstain once a candidate takes a su¢ ciently large lead. Callander (2007) shows

that bandwagons can arise when voters prefer to vote for the eventual winner. Ali

and Kartik (2008) show that voting according to posterior beliefs is an equilibrium

and can lead to herding. Gershkov and Szentes (2009) present a model where

voters must decide whether to acquire costly information prior to voting. They

characterize voting mechanisms which maximize the quality of the decisions taken

in equilibrium.

These papers have established a canonical model of sequential elections in which

there are two candidates and two states of the world. Voters receive private signals

about the true state of the world and their utility depends on whether the election

selects the �right�candidate. In this paper I adhere to this canonical framework as

far as possible.

Two of the most in�uential works on the dynamics of primary elections in the

political science literature are Bartels (1988) and Aldrich (1980). Both present

empirical and anecdotal evidence of momentum and other dynamic phenomena.

Bartels emphasizes the role of the media in in�uencing voter preferences while

mostly ignoring the role of money2. Aldrich focuses more on campaign �nance

and, in [3], he models momentum as explicitly arising from a feedback mechanism

where electoral success increases donations which, in turn, make electoral success

more likely. However, he stops short of explicitly modelling the decisions of voters

2According to Mayer 1996, "Bartels mentions campaign �nance on exactly three
pages, and then only in passing."
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and donors that are behind this feedback mechanism. Both Bartels�and Aldrich�s

work serve as a starting point for the modelling done in this paper, and one of

my goals is to reconcile some of their arguments and evidence with the abstract

literature on sequential voting.

While the e¤ect of campaign spending on voting behavior (e.g. Haynes, Gurian

and Nichols 1997) and the importance of accumulating campaign funds early in

a contest (e.g. Go¤ 2004) has been widely studied, little attention has been paid

to the timing of donations and the e¤ect of campaign �nance on the dynamics

of primaries. A notable exception is McCarty and Rothenberg (2000) who pro-

pose a model of the timing of donations and provide empirical support for their

conclusions. Their focus, however, is on the bargaining between candidates and

PACs rather than on the e¤ect of donations on the dynamics of the election itself.

Klumpp and Polborn (2006) study a game-theoretic model of campaign spending

and its e¤ects on the dynamics of primary elections. They point out that fewer

resources will be spent when the electoral calendar is sequential rather than si-

multaneous. However, they do not explicitly model donors, assuming instead that

campaign funds are available but costly to candidates.

Early models of campaign �nance took the relation between spending and votes

as given3. More recent work has taken the position that campaign spending plays

3See Morton and Cameron 1992, Stratmann 2005, and Ashworth 2008 for excellent
surveys.
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an informational role. One strand of the literature (e.g. Pratt 2002, Rouma-

nias 2005) has argued that campaign spending is indirectly informative, revealing

private information held by donors. A second strand posits that campaigns are

directly informative, revealing information about the candidates which cannot be

falsi�ed (e.g. Coate 2004, Ashworth 2006). This is the position I take in this paper.

3.2. Model

A political party must nominate a candidate to represent it in a general election.

It does so by means of a primary election, decided by majority rule.

3.2.1. Candidates

There are two candidates running for the party�s nomination: A and B. Candidates

care only about winning the primary election. They di¤er in their electability

e 2 fh; lg with 1 � h > l � 0. Electability is a summary variable capturing

charisma, political ability, and other characteristics which help a candidate win

elections. It is further interpreted as the probability with which the candidate will

win the general election if nominated. I will use the terms highly electable, high

type, and h-type interchangeably.

There are two states of the world: A and B. In state A, candidate A has

electability h while candidate B has electability l. In state B, the reverse is true.
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While candidates known their own electability4, voters and donors do not.

Rather, I model them as Bayesian learners with prior beliefs over the state of the

world Pr(A) = p = 1
2
.

The limitation to two candidates may seem severe, especially in the context

of U.S. presidential primaries where several serious candidates typically seek the

nomination. I stick to this narrow focus primarily to keep the model tractable and

for continuity with previous theoretical research on sequential elections (see Section

3.1.1). Nevertheless, there are two ways in which the model may be interpreted

that make the assumption seem less stringent. First, one may consider the model

as pitting the front-runner versus the �eld. Second, some researchers (e.g. Kessel

1992) divide the nomination process into stages. During the �rst, non-competitive

candidates are winnowed out. During the second, the contest begins in earnest.

This model may be interpreted as studying only the second phase of the primary.

3.2.2. Voters

There are 5 voters. When thinking of presidential primaries, I may take voter i

to be a representative voter from state i, so that I am modeling a primary with 5

states. Let V be the set of voters with typical element v 2 V .

All voters have identical preferences:

4One could argue that candidates do not know any more than the public about
their own appeal. I explore the consequences of making this alternative assumption
in Section 3.5.3.
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u =

8><>: 1 if the h-type wins the primary

0 otherwise
This utility function can be interpreted as an expected utility function where

the value to the voters of having their party win the general election is 1
h�l : u(e) =

e�l
h�l , where e takes on the value (h or l) of the primary winner�s electability. Thus,

if the h-type wins the primary: u(h) = h�l
h�l = 1. If the l-type wins the primary:

u(l) = l�l
h�l = 0.

3.2.3. Campaigns and Donors

Candidates may send an informative signal to voter j by running a campaign

at cost c. For simplicity, I assume throughout that the cost of campaigning is

constant across states. If a campaign is run, the voter receives a signal s 2 fa; bg.

For notational convenience, I say that a voter who does not receive a signal receives

s = ?. It is common in the literature (e.g. Feddersen and Pesendorfer �96) to call

voters who receive s 2 fa; bg informed, and voters with s = ? uninformed.

If both candidates campaign actively, the signal has accuracy q, or more pre-

cisely, Pr(ajA) = Pr(bjB) = q > 1
2
.

If only one candidate campaigns, he is able to manipulate the information so

that a signal favorable to him is sent. Thus, no information is revealed. As is

shown in the proof of Theorem 1, a campaign by a single candidate will only be

run on the equilibrium path if one of the candidates cannot a¤ord to campaign.
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A signal is the private information of the voter to which it is directed. This is

meant to capture the e¤ect of face-to-face impressions achieved through town hall

meetings, rallies, TV commercials on local channels, etc.

There is one special interest group (SIG) who may choose to provide campaign

funds to the candidates. A total donation to candidate i of di provides economic

bene�ts of b(di)5 if i wins the primary election and goes on to win the general

election. If the party�s candidate does not win the general election, the SIG gets a

payo¤ of 0. Because h (l) represents the probability with which an h-type (l-type)

will win the general election, the SIG�s expected payo¤s conditional on the primary

winner�s political talent, total donations d to that candidate, and donations d̂ to

the primary loser, are hb(d)� d� d̂ (lb(d)� d� d̂).

I assume that the SIG maximizes its expected payo¤s. Thus, the SIG, like

the voters, has an interest in having a highly electable nominee. However, while

voters would prefer signals be sent to all states, the SIG faces a costly information

acquisition problem and may decide to stop funding campaigns if it considers that

the bene�ts of additional information are outweighed by its costs.

The assumption of a single SIG is a strong one, particularly in the context of

American presidential primaries. In Section 3.5, I develop two alternative models of

multiple donors which lead to equivalent equilibrium behavior. The �rst identi�es

a cooperative equilibrium of the game with an arbitrary number K of identical

5Some models of campaign �nance explicitly model the bargaining between candi-
date and SIG which leads to the function b. I leave such an extension to future
work.
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SIGs. If all contribute c/K when collectively optimal, and the payo¤ functions are

scaled down to b(d)=K, the strategic decision of a particular SIG is identical to that

of a single SIG. The second takes seriously the role of individual small contributors

by postulating a behavioral model of morally motivated campaign donations.

Let the net bene�t of making donations d to an l-type nominee lb(d) � d be

a strictly concave function with an interior maximum dl > 5c. This inequality

guarantees that the SIG is willing, ex-ante, to fund all feasible campaigns for the

winner. Given this condition, when the SIG pays out 2c to elicit an informative

signal, only c is considered an informational cost, since the remaining c is an

investment in political in�uence that would be made in any case. In other words,

the SIG will make donations de to the party�s nominee, but it will also have made

donations d̂ to the primary�s loser. These donations to the loser pay o¤by enabling

a competitive campaign which provided information to the voters. The assumption

is also consistent with the observation in McCarty and Rothenberg (2000) that

most campaign donations are made after the primary season is over.

I assume that the electability of the primary winner is revealed to the SIG

before it makes its �nal contribution decision at time 6. I make this assumption

to keep the analysis as simple as possible. Without it, the SIG�s payo¤s would

depend on the �nal vote count which determines the posterior probability that the

nominee is an h-type, and therefore the size of the SIG�s donation to the candidate.
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Let dh solve maxhb(d)� d. Then the SIG donates dh if the primary winner is

type h, and dl otherwise. Therefore, the bene�t to the SIG of having the h-type

candidate win the primary is �b =
�
hb(dh)� dh

�
�
�
lb(dl)� dl

�
> 0.

To summarize, the SIG�s total payo¤s, given that the primary winner�s type is

e 2 fh; lg, and that it made donations d̂ to the losing candidate, will be:

eb(de)� de � d̂

3.2.4. Timing

There are 6 periods or dates, indexed by t 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g. The primary election

may take place in periods 1 through 5. The general election takes place at t = 6.

An electoral calendar � : V ! f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g is a function specifying the time

at which each voter will cast his ballot. The electoral calendar is set prior to the

start of the game and is generally taken as exogenous, except in Section 3.4 where

I consider the design of optimal electoral calendars. The electoral calendars most

commonly studied in the literature are simultaneous (all voters vote at the same

date) and sequential (one voter per date). In this paper, I consider all possible

calendars.

Without loss of generality, I assume that states vote in order: �(1) � �(2) �

::: � �(5). Also, when some voters vote simultaneously so that the image of

� contains fewer than �ve elements j�(V )j < 5, the voting takes place at t =

1; :::; j�(V )j, so dates without voting come at the end of the process.
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Each period except 6, the timing of events is as follows:

(1) The SIG decides how many campaigns to fund that period.

(2) Candidates decide whether to spend the campaign funds. If they do,

campaigns are run and signals sent to voters.

(3) Voters cast their ballots.

As is discussed above, the following takes place at time 6:

(1) The primary winner�s type is revealed.

(2) The SIG makes its �nal donations.

(3) Nature decides the outcome of the general election.

(4) The SIG�s payo¤s are realized.

To sum up, an election is an extensive form game with 5+3=8 players (5

voters, the SIG, and two candidates), where the order of moves and the information

structure is as described above.

3.3. Equilibrium

Let Ht denote the set of all public date-t histories ht. Each ht includes informa-

tion on all prior votes, as well as on which voters received a signal, what donations

each candidate received at each date, and whether and where those donations were

spent by the candidates. Let H = [6t=1Ht.

A voting strategy for voter i is a function �i : H�(i) � fa; b;?g ! fA;Bg.

Thus, a voting strategy speci�es who a voter will vote for given everything that

has happened in the election and the voter�s signal. Note that the amount of
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information observed by each voter is determined by the electoral calendar. For

instance, in a sequential election voter 4 has access to h4, but in a simultaneous

election he can condition his vote only on his signal and h1.

I de�ne simple voting to be the following voting strategy:

�(a) = A

�(b) = B

�(?) = A if no uninformed voter has voted in the past.

�(?) = B if the previous uninformed voter voted A.

�(?) = A if the previous uninformed voter voted for B.

Simple voting has several attractive characteristics. First, it makes minimal

requirements of voters�rationality and computational ability. Indeed, it is consis-

tent with a wide range of theories of voter behavior, including expressive voting

(Brennan and Lomasky 1993). Second, it is maximally informative, ensuring that

the information contained in the campaigns is revealed to other voters and to the

SIG and has a maximal e¤ect on the outcome of the election. This last point is

important in this model because the donation decision of the SIG depends on how

much of a di¤erence a campaign will make to the probability of a highly electable

candidate being selected.

That it is in the interest of uninformed voters to vote in such a way as to

let the votes of informed voters determine the outcome of the election has been

pointed out by Feddersen and Pesendorfer �06. Their behavior here is analogous

to abstention in the Feddersen-Pesendorfer model.
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A funding strategy for the SIG is a function d : H ! R2+ specifying how much

the SIG will donate to each candidate as a function of past play. At date t, the

SIG plays the date t strategy dt : Ht ! R2+.

I look at a class of perfect Bayesian equilibria involving simple voting. I call

these simple equilibria:

De�nition 36. A simple equilibrium is a perfect bayesian Nash equilibrium in

which:

(1) Voters use simple voting strategies.

(2) Candidates always campaign when �nancially feasible.

(3) The SIG maximizes its expected payo¤s at each stage. That is, dt solves

maxE
h
eb(de)� de � d̂jht

i
.

Candidates will campaign whenever they have the funds to do so. This is

enforced by an o¤-equilibrium belief, held by voters and the SIG, that failure to

campaign is a sure sign of a low electability candidate. Because an l-type would

have more to gain from impeding the �ow of information, this restriction on beliefs

is in the spirit of the Divinity condition on o¤-equilibrium beliefs (Banks and Sobel

1987).

If voters are voting simply and candidates campaign whenever feasible, the

investment decision of the SIG is strategically equivalent to that of a statistician

who must decide how many costly experiments to perform before making a binding

decision. The following Theorem con�rms that simple equilibria always exist.
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Theorem 37. Every election has a simple equilibrium.

Proof. In the appendix. �

The following Proposition uses the simple equilibria of Theorem 1 to con�rm the

intuition developed by Aldrich (1980) that momentum may arise because donors

are more willing to fund candidates who have been successful in early contests. In

this model, when the electoral calendar is sequential, when one of the candidates

develops a large enough lead he will receive all subsequent votes. This happens

because the SIG will stop funding the opposition, making further updating im-

possible, while the frontrunner continues to receive funds and campaign. A key

di¤erence from other game-theoretic models in which bandwagons arise such as Ali

and Kartik (2008) and Callander (2007), however, is that once a bandwagon begins

only one candidate continues to receive donations and spend money on campaigns,

leading to uninformative signals. This also means that, in contrast to previously

held conventional wisdom, one should be able to empirically observe the start of

a bandwagon as it will have consequences for the �ow of funds to candidates. Fi-

nally, I point out that the bandwagon does not arise from learning by voters, but

rather from learning by the donor. Nevertheless, the voting behavior I refer to as

a bandwagon is the same as in these previous models.

While previous research has referred to bandwagons as situations in which

voters are ignoring informative signals, in this context in which signals are costly
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and are not automatically sent, I propose a de�nition of a bandwagon which is

based on the probability of receiving votes.

De�nition 38. A bandwagon has formed if the leading candidate will receive

all subsequent votes with probability 1.

Proposition 39. Suppose the electoral calendar is sequential. Then there exist

campaign costs 0 < cseq < �c such that, if c 2 (cseq; �c), a bandwagon forms with

positive probability.

Proof. In the appendix. �

3.4. Optimal Electoral Calendars

Another point of interest is the design of an optimal primary schedule. It is

important to keep in mind that we do not have uniqueness in terms of Nash equi-

libria. However, as I discuss in the preceding Section, I �nd the simple equilibria

to be particularly convincing and, in what follows, I evaluate electoral calendars

assuming that simple equilibria will be played in each case.

It is useful to introduce some easy to understand notation for particular elec-

toral calendars. I use brackets { } to denote a calendar. The �rst number in

brackets is the number of voters voting at date 1. The second number, separated

from the �rst by a dash, denotes the number of voters voting at date 2. I repeat

this process until all voters are accounted for. Thus, the sequential calendar is

{1-1-1-1-1}, while a simultaneous election corresponds to the calendar {5}.
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As a �rst step, I establish the optimal calendar for the SIG. That the SIG

will prefer a sequential calendar is a result established in a di¤erent setting by

DeGroot (1970). Intuitively, the sequential calendar lets the SIG condition its

funding decision on the latest poll results, therefore giving the SIG a larger strategy

set. The following Proposition describes the optimal primary schedule for the SIG.

Proposition 40. (DeGroot �70) The donor-optimal primary schedule is se-

quential {1-1-1-1-1}.

Although the SIG-optimal primary schedule is of a simple form, it does not

coincide with presidential primary calendars in the United States. This may be

because, in the United States, the primary schedule is determined by the Na-

tional Committees of the parties6. The members of these committees have more

in common with voters than with the SIG. That is, they do not bear the cost

of the campaign. Thus, it is interesting to consider the primary schedule which

maximizes the probability of selecting the highly electable candidate.

De�nition 41. Given c, b, and q, an electoral calendar is voter-optimal if it

maximizes the ex-ante probability with which the h-type candidate wins the election.

De�nition 42. An electoral calendar is said to dominate another if the ex-ante

probability of the h-type candidate winning the election is weakly higher for all c,

b, and q.

6In practice, the National Committee sets certain ground rules and state Commit-
tees individually decide when to hold their primary election. However, setting the
rules goes a long way toward determining the �nal outcome.
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A calendar strictly dominates another if it dominates it and the ex-ante prob-

ability of the h-type winning the election is strictly higher for some triple c, b,

q.

If the relation holds only for certain values of c, b, and q, I say that a calendar

(strictly) dominates another over the relevant ranges of c, b, q.

There are many possible electoral calendars in a world with �ve voters (16 in

fact, they are listed in the appendix). The following Lemma helps to narrow the

�eld to some particularly interesting candidates: a pure sequential election ({1-

1-1-1-1}) and a mixed calendar in which there is a block of three voters voting

simultaneously at date 1 followed by the two remaining voters voting sequentially

({3-1-1})7. I call this second calendar a Super Tuesday calendar because of its

structural similarity to presidential primary calendars in which large blocks of

states vote on the same "Super Tuesday" early in the primary season.

Lemma 43. For any c; b; and q, one of the following electoral calendars is

voter-optimal among all possible calendars: sequential {1-1-1-1-1} or Super Tues-

day {3-1-1}.

Proof. In the appendix. �

7The calendars {3-1-1} and {1-2-1-1} are strategically equivalent so I could refer
to either as a Super Tuesday calendar. Perhaps the second is more reminiscent of
Super Tuesday since it allows for a single early vote, like Iowa and New Hampshire
might be in the U.S. presidential primary, to happen before the block of voters are
scheduled.
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The proof proceeds by listing all possible calendars in a �ve voter election.

Then, I derive equivalence relationships which allow me to focus on a subset of

calendars. For example, because of the symmetry of the election, which candidate

takes a 1-0 lead after voter 1�s informed vote does not matter for the SIG�s funding

strategy. That is, conditioning on the outcome of the �rst vote will have no e¤ect

on the SIG�s funding strategy at that moment. Therefore, any calendar in which

the �rst voter votes before all others is strategically equivalent to the calendar

identical to it but in which voter 1 votes at the same time as voter 2. I then

establish dominance relationships among the remaining calendars until I am left

only with the candidates listed above. For example, a Super Tuesday calendar

will always lead to the election of the high type candidate with at least as high a

probability as a {4-1} calendar and, for some values of c, it will do so with strictly

higher ex-ante probability.

The preceding Lemma sets the stage for the following result describing the

voter-optimal electoral calendars. Given that I know that either a sequential or a

Super Tuesday calendar is optimal, it is much easier to make comparisons among

them and arrive at a result describing when one dominates another. In some ways,

the following Theorem is the central result of this paper. It is the �rst result in this

literature in which a hybrid calendar (not strictly sequential or simultaneous) plays

a major role. It also provides a game-theoretic, e¤ectiveness-based explanation for

the existence of Super Tuesdays.
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Theorem 44. For given b and q, there exist values 0 < cseq < cst < ĉseq such

that:

� The Super Tuesday calendar dominates all other calendars, and strictly

dominates the sequential calendar, when c 2 (cseq; cst).

� The sequential calendar dominates all other calendars, and strictly domi-

nates the Super Tuesday calendar, when c 2 (cst; ĉseq).

Proof. In the appendix. �

The simultaneous calendar, which has been widely studied and is usually used

as a point of comparison to the sequential calendar, is dominated by the Super

Tuesday calendar in this model. That is not to say, however, that it is never

optimal. It is optimal whenever the costs of campaigning are low enough for

the SIG to fund all �ve campaigns in a simultaneous election, or high enough so

that at most one campaign is funded under any electoral calendar. The following

Proposition clari�es.

Proposition 45. For given b and q, there exist campaign costs csim 2 (0; cseq)

and �c > ĉseq such that the simultaneous electoral calendar is voter-optimal whenever

c < csim or c > �c.

Proof. In the appendix. �
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3.5. Extensions and Alternative Modelling Approaches

Although it is common in the micro-founded literature on campaign �nance to

assume a small number of donors (Ashworth 2006, Coate 2004 to name just two

examples), the assumption is rather restrictive. During the 1999-2000 U.S. election

cycle 21 million individuals donated to the candidates�campaigns (Ansolabehere,

de Figueiredo and Snyder 2003).

I argued above that the single SIG could be interpreted as an aggregate of

the objective functions of many special interest groups or even of many voters for

whom political donations are a particular type of consumption. In the following

sections I substantiate these claims.

3.5.1. Multiple SIGs

Consider an arbitrary number K of identical special interest groups. SIG i receives

bene�ts $ b(di)
K

from making total donations di to a candidate who goes on to win

both the primary and the general election.

Proposition 46. There exists an equilibrium of the game with K identical

special interest groups in which the collective behavior of the SIGs is identical to

that of a single large SIG.

Proof. Consider the funding decision of SIG i when the other K-1 SIGs are fol-

lowing the funding strategy of the single SIG described in Theorem 1. SIG i will

fund a campaign if c=K
�b=K

= c
�b
is smaller than the increase in the probability of
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the h-type winning the nomination. That is, i�s problem is identical to that of a

single SIG. �

3.5.2. Donations as Altruistic Behavior

Ansolabehere, de Figueiredo and Snyder 2003 argue that small average donation

sizes and the large number of donors to political campaigns make any theory of

campaign �nance in which donations are seen as investments which are expected

to produce returns in the form of altered results or in�uence on policy-making im-

plausible. They survey 40 articles which attempt to �nd a link between donations

and voting records and �nd little evidence of a link. However, research looking at

the behavior of donors (e.g. Brown et al. 1995 and Gordon et al. 2007) �nds that

at least some groups of donors behave as if their donation were an investment

with policy implications or could change the outcome of the election.

One way to reconcile these pieces of evidence is to propose a model of campaign

donations as an altruistic act, motivated by its moral implications. One popular

explanation of altruistic behavior holds that agents often use a simple version

of Kant�s categorical imperative to evaluate an action�s moral salience (Harsanyi

1980, Brekke et al. 2003). In particular, an action is morally salient if, when

adopted by everyone, it maximizes a social welfare function. This type of moti-

vation, known as rule-utilitarian, has been used to explain altruistic behavior in

recycling, community service, voting (Feddersen and Sandroni 2006, Coate and
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Conlin 2004), information acquisition by voters (Feddersen and Sandroni 2006),

and other prosocial behavior.

Consider a set M of identical moral agents of Lebesgue measure 1. Moral agents

are a minority in each state, as they are outnumbered by sel�sh agents in a set S of

measure 2. Each agent must decide whether to donate to a candidate�s campaign.

Even though a single donation cannot in�uence the outcome of the election, the

agents receive satisfaction from performing morally salient actions and receive ex-

post utility 1(h) +
P5

t=1

�
m1(M;t) � dt

�
, where 1(h) is an indicator function which

takes the value 1 if the highly electable candidate wins the primary and 0 otherwise,

1(M;t) is an indicator function which takes on the value 1 if the agent performed

the morally salient action concerning the i�th campaign and 0 otherwise, and dt

denotes the donations made at date t.

An donation dt is morally salient if it satis�es:

dt = argmax
dt
E
�R
M[S(1(h) � d1(j2M))djjht

�
= argmax

dt

�
3P (hjht; dt)� E

�P5
i=1 dijht; dt

�	
Where 1(h) is the utility of voters and d =

P5
i=1 di is the total donated by

morally motivated agents. It is clear that the expectation of 1(h) is Pt(hjd), the

probability that the high electability candidate will win the nomination given do-

nations dt at time t.

In my model, where total donations of 2c are necessary for candidates to con-

tinue informative campaigning, d = 2c is the only relevant level since there is no

loss from funding future state campaigns at a later date, making higher donations
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redundant and lower donations are merely wasteful8. Furthermore, because there

is a continuum of morally motivated agents, an individual�s decision not to donate

will not a¤ect outcomes. Thus, I need not consider strategic deviations sacri�cing

m now in order to make future morally salient actions cheaper.

A candidate�s campaign will continue to be funded as long as the satisfaction

of undertaking the morally salient action, m > 0, is higher than the cost, and as

long as it is socially optimal for the campaign to be funded:

m > 2c

3�Pt;t+1(h) > E
�P5

i=t dijht; dt
�

where �Pt;t+1(h) denotes the increase in the probability of nominating candi-

date h given that at least one more campaign is funded. In contrast, a SIG will fund

an additional campaign if �b�Pt;t+1(h) > E
hP5

i=t d̂ijht; d̂t
i
. Note that the SIG

only considers donations to the eventual loser as informational costs, while morally

motivated donors see all donations as informational expenses. Therefore, keeping

a campaign going implies informational costs of c for the SIG and 2c for morally

motivated donors. Nevertheless, the problem they are solving is isomorphic.

Proposition 47. If m > 2c, and there are morally motivated voters, then

donations to political campaigns will be made as if a single SIG with �b = 3
2
were

funding the campaigns using the strategy of Theorem 1.

8Mixed strategies in which agents give c in expectation are also solutions to the
maximization above, but can be ruled out by making the utility cost of money
convex.
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3.5.3. Symmetric Information about Types

It is plausible to think that candidates are uncertain about their own electoral

appeal and learn about their electability through the primary process along with

the voters and the SIG.

If candidates are solely o¢ ce motivated, however, a leading candidate will never

agree to campaign even if he is well-funded. Consider a candidate with reputation

better than a half. If he campaigns he will lose the nomination with positive

probability even if he is, in fact, the h-type. If he refuses to campaign, however, no

new information is revealed and the primary season will end with the same beliefs,

so that the only rational way for voters to vote is for the leading candidate. Thus,

we are left with no campaigning or donations if the prior p 6= 1
2
, and campaigns

only in the �rst period if p = 1
2
.

3.5.3.1. Policy-Motivated Candidates. If candidates also care about whether

a candidate from their party wins the general election, they may willingly choose

to campaign in order to increase the probability that the most electable candidate

from their party is selected. De�ne a candidate�s utility as:

g(P;W ) = P + (1� )W

Where P is an indicator function for a candidate from his party winning the

general election, W is an indicator function for whether the candidate in question

has won the primary, and  2 [0; 1].  = 0 corresponds to the case discussed above
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in which the candidate only cares about winning the primary.  = 1 describes a

candidate motivated only by policy.

Proposition 48. Given any election, there exists � > 0 such that, if  > �,

then a candidate will always campaign when feasible.

Proof. Suppose that a simple equilibrium is played. For this to be incentive

compatible for the candidates it must be that at each possible t-history in which

A has reputation R > 1
2
,

(1� ) + [R + (1�R)l] < (1� )Pt;t+1(Aw) + [Pt;t+1(h) + (1� Pt;t+1(h))l]

or �Pt;t+1(h)(1� l) > (1� )(1� Pt;t+1(Aw))

The left-hand-side is always positive. Because I are dealing with a �nite game,

there is an absolute maximum value which the right hand side can take. Thus, a

�A > 0 can be found for which the inequality above is satis�ed at all t-histories in

which A is leading as long as  > �. A symmetric argument �nds a �B which serves

the same purpose for t-histories in which B is in the lead. Taking � = maxf�A; �Bg

completes the proof. �

3.6. Concluding Remarks

I have set out to illustrate how campaign �nance can be the main driving

force behind the dynamics of primary elections. I have done so by presenting a

microfounded, game-theoretic model of the interaction between voters, candidates,

and donors. Underpinning my analysis is the conception of a primary election as
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a means by which like-minded members and adherents of a party acquire credible

information about the electability of the candidates. The results in Section 3.3

show that it is possible for the process to unfold in such a way that all parties

involved are willing to participate, information is revealed, and it is used e¤ectively.

I also show that bandwagons can arise as a consequence of learning by donors. This

provides an alternative to previous theories of bandwagons based on learning by

voters.

In Section 3.4, I present results characterizing the optimal electoral calendar

for both donors and voters. Donors prefer to have a sequential primary so that

funding decisions can be made gradually and the costs of funding the eventual loser

to elicit information minimized. Voters coincide with this preference for sequential

elections when campaign costs are relatively high. However, when campaign costs

are in a given range, voters prefer electoral calendars in which a group of voters vote

simultaneously early in the electoral calendar (at date 1 or 2). This type of calendar

is reminiscent of those in recent U.S. presidential primaries which include "Super

Tuesdays" in which several states hold their elections on the same day. These

results are especially interesting in light of the ongoing controversy surrounding

the scheduling of presidential primary elections in the United States. My analysis

concludes that a frontloaded calendar, including a Super Tuesday, is optimal for

voters and parties as long as competitive candidates are able to fully fund their

campaigns in these early stages.
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Given the simplicity of the model studied here, several generalizations seem

likely to add richness to my conclusions. First, my focus on a contest between two

candidates seems inadequate given the large number of candidates who generally

contest presidential primaries in the United States, at least in the early stages of

the process. Furthermore, campaign spending is, in reality, not a discrete variable.

Di¤erent amounts of spending can lead to di¤erent results. Similarly, something

may be learned from the margin of victory in a given district beyond what is

revealed by a win or a loss. I am currently exploring these and other extensions.
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3.7. Technical Appendix

Proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of existence of simple equilibria with 5 voters.

I proceed by considering each voter�s decision problem, from last to �rst. In

evaluating the utility e¤ects of deviations, I assume that the voter knows how

earlier voters have voted. If this is not the case, and there are voters of a lower

number voting at the same time, the expected bene�t of a deviation will be a

weighted average of those considered. Thus, if deviating is never worthwhile when

the voter is able to condition on previous voters�votes, it is not pro�table when

the voter cannot condition on this information.

I begin by establishing some basic facts about the SIG�s donation strategy

which will help simplify the arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 other results.

The following Claim states that whenever the SIG funds at least one, or at least

two campaigns, it is optimal for it to fund voter 1 and 2�s.

Claim 49. Whenever it is optimal for the SIG to fund any campaigns, it is

optimal for the SIG to fund voter 1�s campaign. Furthermore, whenever it is opti-

mal for the SIG to fund at least two campaigns, it is optimal for the SIG to fund

voter 2�s.

Proof. If the SIG is going to fund at least one campaign, and because voters are

identical except for the order they vote in, it loses nothing by having it be voter
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1�s. On the other hand, its choice set, conditional on whether voter 1�s campaign

was funded, is weakly larger.

Similarly, because the information revealed by voter 1�s vote is not relevant to

the SIG�s decision to fund additional campaigns, the SIG gains nothing by waiting

until this information is revealed. If the SIG funds voter 2�s campaign, it is left

with more alternatives when considering the campaigns of voters 3-5. �

De�nition 50. A donation strategy dt is relevant if there is an electoral cal-

endar � and a history ht such that dt is a best response to simple voting for some

triple c; b; q.

Lemma 51. In any relevant donation strategy, the maximum (over histories)

total number of campaigns funded by the SIG is either odd or zero. Thus, under

simple voting, uninformed votes will never decide the election, and it is a best

response for them to vote simply given that other voters are also voting simply.

Proof. Suppose that voters are voting simply. Consider �rst the SIG�s decision

whether to fund one or two campaigns. Funding one campaign leads to selecting an

h-type with probability q. Funding two campaigns leads to an h-type nominee with

probability q
�
q + 21

2
(1� q)

�
= q. Intuitively, conditional on the �rst vote, adding

an additional campaign can only tie the informative vote count or increase the

frontrunners lead. At worst, the frontrunner�s posterior will be 1
2
for each candidate

and does not change the optimal choice of candidate. The same logic applies to

the di¤erence between funding three and four campaigns. In that case, funding
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three campaigns selects the h-type with probability q2 (q + 3 (1� q)) = q2 (3� 2q).

Funding four leads to a probability of success of q2
�
q2 + 4q (1� q) + 61

2
(1� q)2

�
=

q2 (3� 2q).

Therefore, the SIG will fund zero campaigns, one campaign, or fund until one

candidate receives two out of three or three out of �ve informed votes. That is, an

election will end with an even number of campaigns funded only if one candidate

has a 2-0, 3-1, or 4-0 lead in informed votes. When there is an odd number of

campaigns funded, whenever a voter does not receive an informative signal (i.e.

at least one candidate does not have su¢ cient funds to campaign for that voter)

there will be another voter in the same situation. Thus, according to simple voting,

the �rst voter in question will vote A and the second B, allowing informed voters

to determine the outcome of the election. Because informed voters vote their

signal, this means that the candidate who �nishes the election with the highest

posterior probability of being an h-type will win. Therefore, voting simply is a best

response for uninformed voters. After a 2-0 lead in informed votes, if no additional

campaigns are run, simple voting speci�es that the �nal vote count will be 4-1 or

3-2 with the frontrunner winning, so that simple voting is indeed a best response

for uninformed voters. After a 3-1 or 4-0 informed vote lead, the election is decided

and simple voting is also a best response for the remaining uninformed voters. �

In what follows, I build on the preceding results and consider feasible deviations

for each voter, given an any relevant continuation funding strategy for the SIG.
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Fifth voter :

The �fth voter is either pivotal or irrelevant. Whenever a voter is pivotal, it is

a strict best response for him to vote his signal. The probability of getting it right

is q > 1� q.

Fourth voter :

It is also true that the fourth voter will only be relevant if he is pivotal, i.e. if

the vote is 1-2 or 2-1. Otherwise, the election is already decided.

Suppose the informative vote count is 2-1.

If voter 4 receives a signal a, voting his signal leads to a win by candidate A

having received 3 positive signals. The worst outcome for A in terms of signals

from this point on is 3-2, where A is the state of the world with prob. q>1-q.

If voter 4 receives a signal b, voting his signal will lead to the correct candidate

being chosen with prob. q. Voting for A leads to A winning the election which

will be the correct choice with prob. 1
2
< q.

If the vote is 1-2, the arguments are symmetric.

If the informative vote count is 1-1, 2-0, or 0-2 (i.e. one of the �rst three voters

did not receive an informative signal), voter 4 will receive an informative signal

only if it is the last one of the election by Lemma 51. Therefore, voter 4 is either

pivotal (after 1-1) or irrelevant (after 2-0).

Third Voter :

Voter 3 can receive an informative signal when the informative voting has been

1-1, 2-0, or 0-2.
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If the vote is 2-0 and the voter receives a signal a, state A will have received

three positive signals and is the correct choice with probability at least q. Similarly,

if the vote is 0-2 and voter 3 receives a b signal, it is a strict best response for him

to vote for B and end the election.

That leaves scenarios in which the signal count, including 3�s signal, is 2-1 or

1-2.

Suppose the signal count is 2-1.

The probability of a correct outcome if 3 votes his signal and all future cam-

paigns are �nanced is:

q(1� (1� q)2) + (1� q)q2 = �q2 (2q � 3)

The probability of a correct outcome if 3 votes B and all future campaigns are

�nanced is:

q3 + (1� q)(1� (1� q)2) = q (2q2 � 3q + 2)

Clearly, q(1� (1� q)2) + (1� q)q2 > q3 + (1� q)(1� (1� q)2) since

�q (2q � 3)� (2q2 � 3q + 2) = �4q2 + 6q � 2

The �rst derivative of this di¤erence is: 6� 8q

�4q2 + 6q� 2 has roots at 1 and .5, so the two expressions are equal at .5 and

1, while the derivative of the expression is positive at .5 and negative after 3/4,

meaning that the expression is positive for all q 2 [:5; 1].

If the campaign ends with 3�s vote, he is pivotal and voting his signal is a strict

best response by the arguments made above.

Second Voter :
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Voter 2 necessarily inherits either a 1-0 or 0-1 vote count. Therefore, if he

receives an informative signal, Claim 49 con�rms that his signal count is either 2-0

or 1-1.

If the SIG will �nance the third campaign regardless of 2�s vote, a deviation by

2 is equivalent to a deviation by 3, which we have seen above is never pro�table.

If the SIG will stop funding the trailer if the vote goes to 2-0, then one must

verify directly that a deviation is not pro�table.

Let the signal count be 2-0. If 2 votes his signal, A is elected which is the

correct choice with probability q2

q2+(1�q)2 .

If 2 deviates making the vote count 1-1, the correct choice will be made with

prob. at most:

q2

q2+(1�q)2 (q
2 (1 + 2(1� q)))+ (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 (q
2 (1 + 2(1� q))) = (q2 (1 + 2(1� q))) =

�q2 (2q � 3)
q2

q2+(1�q)2 + q
2 (2q � 3) = 2q2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2

2q2�2q+1 > 0

Which is clearly less than q2

q2+(1�q)2 since 2q < 3.

Now, let the signal count be 1-1. If 2 deviates, he will end the election with a

choice that is correct with prob. .5. If he votes his signal, the campaign continues

and, because other voters are voting informatively and the SIG is willing to fund

campaigns so that a correct decision can be made with probability at least q, the

correct outcome will be chosen with prob. at least q>.5.

First Voter :
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If voter 1�s vote will decide the election, it is a strict best response for him to

vote his signal, as argued above.

If this is not the case, the campaign will continue regardless of his vote. Thus,

a deviation by 1 will have the same e¤ects as if voter 2 voted �rst (informatively)

and then voter 1 deviated. We have seen in the step above that deviations by the

second voter are not pro�table.

For electoral calendars which are not strictly sequential, the calculus of devia-

tions is very similar.

Lemma 52. If no deviation by voters is pro�table in a sequential election

for any relevant funding strategy, no deviation is pro�table for voters under any

electoral calendar.

Proof. When voting at the same date as other voters, the voter must consider

a weighted average of the e¤ect of his deviation conditional on the vote of those

voters who are voting at the same time. Because, as I have shown, a deviation is

never pro�table, this is a weighted average of negative numbers and, thus, itself

negative. Therefore, simple voting is always an equilibrium. �

Finally, I must make clear that it candidates will always campaign when they

have the funds to do so. This is easily enforced by o¤-equilibrium beliefs on the

part of the voters that only an l�type would avoid campaigning. That makes not
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campaigning equivalent to losing the election if it is done when the election is still in

play. These beliefs are not arbitrary. One may argue that it is more likely that an

l�type candidate has more to gain (or hide) by not campaigning than an h�type,

since he will go on to win the election with lower probability. Therefore, when one

sees such a deviation from equilibrium play, it may be considered in�nitely more

likely to have come from an l�type. This is an application of the logic behind

the Divinity re�nement used in signalling games (Banks and Sobel 1987). If the

election has been won, the winning candidate may continue to spend campaign

funds as he does not value other uses for these funds.

Proof of Proposition 39

I begin by explaining the mechanics of a bandwagon in this model. Under

simple equilibria, when the SIG stops making informational donations, it continues

to make service-motivated donations to the frontrunner. The frontrunner, in turn,

will campaign for the remaining voters. This means that all remaining voters will

receive positive signals about the frontrunner. They will vote for him even though

they know that the signals are not informative.

This particular series of events, speci�ed by simple equilibrium, is not necessary

for bandwagons to form. Rather, I focus on it because it allows a particularly simple

speci�cation of equilibrium strategies. If voters are aware that no more informative

signals will be sent, it is a best response for them to vote for the frontrunner in
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order to assure his victory, as the frontrunner will �nish the election with the

highest posterior probability of being the h-type.

For the SIG to fund the �rst campaign, it must be that c < �c = q � 1
2
.

If the SIG stops funding after one informed vote has been cast, the frontrunner

will win all remaining votes and thus a bandwagon will be trivially observed.

Suppose that one of the candidates has a 2-0 lead in informed votes in a se-

quential election. The SIG�s posterior belief about the probability that the leading

candidate is the correct choice is q2

q2+(1�q)2 . That is also the probability of the

correct candidate winning the election if the SIG funds no further elections. If the

SIG does continue to fund campaigns, it must be willing to do so until a candidate

reaches 3 votes. This increases the probability of electing the correct candidate to:

q2

q2+(1�q)2
�
q + (1� q) q + (1� q)2 q

�
+ (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
3 = q3

2q2�2q+1 (2q
2 � 5q + 4)

So that the increase in the probability of electing the correct candidate is:

(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
3 � q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
3 = q2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2

2q2�2q+1

This strategy brings with it an additional cost of:

c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 q +
(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
�
+2c

�
q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q) q +
(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q (1� q)
�
+

3c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
2 + (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
2
�
= c

2q2�2q+1 (2q
4 � 4q3 + 3q2 � q + 1)

Therefore, the SIG will fund voter 3 after a 2-0 start if:

c < B
q2(2q�1) (q�1)2

q2+(1�q)2
1

q2+(1�q)2
(2q4�4q3+3q2�q+1) = Bq

2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2
2q4�4q3+3q2�q+1 = cseq

Therefore, the frontrunner will win all remaining votes in the primary after a

2-0 or 1-0 start whenever c 2 (cseq; �c).

Proof of Lemma 43.
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I begin by listing all possible electoral calendars in a �ve voter election. I then

prove through a series of Claims that we may focus on only three. Given Theorem

37, I assume throughout that voters vote simply. This allows me to focus on the

SIG�s funding decisions.

In what follows, I use the following notation: brackets signal that I am referring

to a calendar, I separate the dates at which voting takes place with a dash and

write the number of voters who vote at each date. Thus, the sequential electoral

calendar is {1-1-1-1-1} while the simultaneous calendar is {5}. A question mark

stands in for all possible variations of the missing values. For instance, {3-?}=[{3-

1-1},{3-2}]. Numbers separated by a dash, but not in brackets denote a partial

vote count. For example 2-1 means that one candidate has a 2 vote to 1 vote lead

over his competitor.

(1) Simultaneous {5}.

(2) Sequential {1-1-1-1-1}.

(3) Super Tuesday {3-1-1}.

(4) {2-3}

(5) {3-2}

(6) {4-1}

(7) {1-4}

(8) {2-2-1}

(9) {2-1-2}

(10) {1-2-2}
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(11) {1-1-3}

(12) {1-3-1}

(13) {1-1-1-2}

(14) {1-1-2-1}

(15) {1-2-1-1}

(16) {2-1-1-1}

Lemma 53. One of the following electoral calendars is voter-optimal among

all possible calendars: sequential, simultaneous, or Super Tuesday.

In order to prove this Lemma, I establish a series of facts which will, together,

make the result clear.

Claim 54. Any calendar in which only voter 1 votes at date 1 is strategically

equivalent to a calendar identical except that voter 1 votes at time 2 with the fol-

lowing block of voters.

Proof. It is clear that the result of the �rst vote reveals no new information to

the donor, that is, the donor knows that the election will either be 1-0 or 0-1 after

one informative vote. Because of symmetry, these two situations are strategically

equivalent. Therefore, the funding decision of the second voter�s campaign will be

the same regardless of whether the donor can condition on the outcome of the �rst

vote. �
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This allows us to ignore calendars 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 and look

only at 1, 5, 4, 6, 9, 8, 3, and 2 respectively (or vice-versa).

Claim 55. Any calendar in which voters 1 through 3 vote at di¤erent dates

than voters 4 and 5, who vote simultaneously (calendars 5, 9, 10, and 13), is weakly

dominated by a calendar identical to it but in which voters 4 and 5 vote sequentially

(calendars 3, 16, 15, and 2).

Proof. If voters 1 through 3 are funded, the election will either be 2-1 or 3-0. Only

the �rst case is relevant since the election is over if it is 3-0. If the last two voters

vote simultaneously, the SIG will either fund both or neither since only two votes

against the front-runner can change the result. Whenever c is such that the SIG

funds both of the last two voters, it will also fund voter 4 in an election ending in

{-1-1}, and fund voter 5 if needed. This is because the expected bene�t of both

strategies is the same, but the expected cost is strictly lower in the sequential case.

As observed above, if the SIG will fund any campaigns at all, it will fund voter

1�s. Furthermore, if the SIG intends to fund more than one campaign, it should

fund voter 2�s since voter 1�s vote does not provide new information useful for

future funding decisions (the election will be 1-0 either way). If the SIG does not

fund the third campaign, it may choose to fund one additional campaign only if

the election is tied 1-1 (a 2-0 lead cannot be overcome by two votes, and 2-1 lead

cannot be overcome by one vote).
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Therefore, the only remaining question is whether voter 3�s campaign funding

could be adversely a¤ected by having voters 4 and 5 vote sequentially rather than

simultaneously. Suppose �rst that the election is tied after the �rst two voters have

gone to the polls. The election will be 2-1 after an informative 3rd vote. If the

SIG does not fund voter 3�s campaign, it will fund at most one more campaign,

but in this case it may as well fund voter 3�s. If the election is 2-0 after two

votes, it is only optimal to fund further campaigns if the SIG is prepared to fund

campaigns until a candidate reaches a 3 vote majority. This can be accomplished

more cheaply if voters 4 and 5 vote sequentially. If voter 3 votes at the same time

as voter 2, the calculus involves an odds weighted average of these two scenarios,

so the conclusions continue to hold. Thus, the SIG�s funding decisions are more

likely to lead to a correct decision if the �nal two voters vote sequentially. �

Claim 56. The calendar {4-1} (no. 6) (and thus {1-3-1} (no. 12)) is domi-

nated by Super Tuesday {3-1-1}.

Proof. In all cases, the 5th voter campaign, when considered independently, will

only be funded if the voter is strongly pivotal (i.e. if the vote total is tied).

If all four voters in the �rst block of {4-1} are funded, it must be that the

donor would fund the fourth voter conditional on the election being 2-1 since it

will either be 2-1 or 3-0, in which case the election is over. Therefore, if the fourth

voter is funded in a {4-1}, it is also funded in a {3-1-1} when the election is still

in play.
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In a {4-1}, the SIG will never fund only 3 date-1 campaigns. Funding three

voters in the �rst block of a {4-1} means that voter 5 will never be funded because

voter 5 is funded only if the election is tied, which is impossible when an odd

number of informative votes have been cast thus far. Moreover, if the SIG funds

2 date-1 campaigns, he can make the funding decision for the third (voter 5) after

conditioning on the outcome of the �rst two (i.e. fund it only if the informative

vote count is 1-1 and not 2-0). Therefore, it is strictly better for the SIG to fund

2 campaigns on date 1 and then fund voter 5 if the informative vote count is tied,

thus giving the same probability of success at a strictly lower expected cost.

If only two campaigns are funded in the �rst block of {4-1}, at least two will be

funded in a {3-1-1}. In both cases, only one additional campaign may be funded:

if the election is 2-0 after the �rst block, the lead cannot be overcome, if it is 1-1

one additional vote will make it 2-1 and the last vote cannot overcome that lead.

Therefore, if it is optimal to fund the two voters in the {4-1} it is also optimal to

do so in {3-1-1}. �

The following Claim shows that the sequential calendar dominates any calendar

beginning {1-1-?} or {2-?}.

Claim 57. Any calendar in which voters 1 and 2 vote at di¤erent dates than

voters 3, 4 and 5 is dominated by a calendar identical except that voters 3, 4 and

5 vote sequentially.
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Proof. By Claim 49, voter 1�s campaign will be funded whenever the comparison

of these calendars is in question. Because the SIG can condition its choice on the

outcome of 2�s vote after it has taken place, if the SIG is going to fund more than

one campaign, it is optimal for it to fund voter 2�s. Therefore, I compare calendars

conditional on two informative votes having been cast.

Suppose a candidate has a 2-0 lead after voters 1 and 2 have voted. Then,

the SIG will only fund further campaigns if it is willing to fund campaigns until

one candidate has received three favorable informed votes. This may be done at a

lower expected cost when the �nal three voters vote sequentially because the SIG

can choose to stop funding as soon as one candidate reaches 3 votes. Therefore,

having the �nal three voters vote sequentially dominates all other arrangements

of the last three voters conditional on the �rst two voters voting informatively for

the same candidate.

Now suppose the election is tied after voters 1 and 2 have gone to the polls.

The SIG will fund voter 3�s campaign since the cost of previous campaigns is sunk

and it was willing to fund the campaign of voter 1. One candidate will have a 2-1

lead after voter 3�s vote. Because of the symmetry of the game, it does not matter

which candidate it is for the SIG�s funding decision and therefore a calendar in

which voters 3 and 4 vote simultaneously is strategically identical to one in which

they vote sequentially. By Claim 55, if the �rst three campaigns have been funded,

the calendar with voters 4 and 5 voting sequentially dominates the one in which

they vote simultaneously. �
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Application of these Claims leaves us with three contenders for the voter-

optimal electoral calendar: sequential, simultaneous, and Super Tuesday. The

simultaneous calendar is dominated by the Super Tuesday calendar. However,

because of its special role in the literature, I will examine it more closely than

other dominated calendars. I include the proof of this dominance relation in the

following proof.

Proof of Theorem 44 and Proposition 45

Theorem 58. There exist values csim < cseq < cst < ĉseq < �c such that:

� The Super Tuesday calendar dominates all other calendars, and strictly

dominates the sequential calendar, when c 2 (cseq; cst).

� The sequential calendar dominates all other calendars, and strictly domi-

nates the Super Tuesday calendar, when c 2 (cst; ĉseq).

� The simultaneous calendar weakly dominates all other calendars when c <

csim or c > �c.

Proof. Funding one (or two) campaigns results in the h-type winning the nomina-

tion with probability q. The �rst voter will be funded under any electoral calendar

if c < �b
�
q � 1

2

�
.

In a simultaneous election, funding three (or four) campaigns leads to selecting

the correct candidate with probability:

q2 (q + 3 (1� q)) = q2 (3� 2q)
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The increase in the probability of selecting the h-type resulting from funding

three campaigns rather than one is:

q2 (3� 2q)� q = �q (2q2 � 3q + 1) = �2q3 + 3q2 � q > 0

The additional cost, given that one campaign is being funded, is 2c. Therefore,

the SIG will fund three campaigns if:

c < �b1
2
(�2q3 + 3q2 � q)

Funding �ve campaigns leads to selecting the correct candidate with probabil-

ity:

q3
�
q2 + 5q (1� q) + 10 (1� q)2

�
= q3 (10� 15q + 6q2)

Subtracting the �rst expression from the second, we get the increase in proba-

bility of success from funding voters 4 and 5:

q3 (10� 15q + 6q2)�q2 (3� 2q) = 3q2 (2q � 1) (q � 1)2 = 6q5�15q4+12q3�3q2

The di¤erence in cost between the two funding strategies is 2c, so the SIG will

fund all �ve campaigns if:

c < 1
2
�b (6q5 � 15q4 + 12q3 � 3q2) = csim

In a Super Tuesday election, funding all three date-1 campaigns leads to se-

lecting the right candidate with probability:

q3
�
1 + 3 (1� q) + 6 (1� q)2

�
= 10q3 � 15q4 + 6q5

at an expected cost of:

3c+ c
�
1� q3 � (1� q)3

�
+ c
�
6q2 (1� q)2

�
= 3c (1 + q + q2 � 4q3 + 2q4)

Funding only two campaigns in the �rst block leads to selecting the right can-

didate with probability:
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q2 (1 + 2 (1� q)) = q2 (3� 2q)

at an expected cost of:

2c+ c
�
1� q2 � (1� q)2

�
= 2c (1 + q (1� q)) < 3c

Note that the SIG will be willing to fund this strategy for higher c than it is

to fund three campaigns in a simultaneous election because the di¤erence in cost

from funding only one campaign to following this strategy is c+ 2cq (1� q) < 2c,

while the bene�ts of the change are the same.

The increase in the probability of nominating an h-type from funding voter 3�s

campaign is:

6q5 � 15q4 + 12q3 � 3q2

Subtracting the expected cost of the fund 2 strategy from that of the fund 3 I

�nd the di¤erence in expected cost:

3c (1 + q + q2 � 4q3 + 2q4)�2c (1 + q (1� q)) = c (6q4 � 12q3 + 5q2 + q + 1) =

c (1 + q (1� q) (1 + 6q (1� q)))

Therefore, the SIG will fund all 3 date-1 campaigns in a Super Tuesday election

if:

c < �b 6q
5�15q4+12q3�3q2

1+q(1�q)(1+6q(1�q)) = cst

Because q (1� q) reaches a maximum for q 2 (0; 1) at 1
4
,

q (1� q) (1 + 6q (1� q)) � 5
8
and therefore cst > csim.

Funding only one campaign leads to selecting the h-type with probability q.

The increase in the probability of success from this strategy to funding two date-1

voters in a Super Tuesday election is:
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q2 (3� 2q)� q = �q (2q2 � 3q + 1) = �2q3 + 3q2 � q > 0

The increase in cost from funding one campaign to funding two date-1 cam-

paigns in a Super Tuesday election is:

c+ 2cq (1� q) < 2c

Therefore, at least two date-1 campaigns will be funded in a Super Tuesday

election if:

c < �b
�
�2q3+3q2�q
c+2cq(1�q)

�
= �c

Suppose that one of the candidates has a 2-0 lead in informed votes in a se-

quential election. The SIG�s posterior belief about the probability that the leading

candidate is the correct choice is q2

q2+(1�q)2 . That is also the probability of the

correct candidate winning the election if the SIG funds no further elections. If the

SIG does continue to fund campaigns, it must be willing to do so until a candidate

reaches 3 votes. This increases the probability of electing the correct candidate to:

q2

q2+(1�q)2
�
q + (1� q) q + (1� q)2 q

�
+ (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
3 = q3

2q2�2q+1 (2q
2 � 5q + 4)

So that the increase in the probability of electing the correct candidate is:

q3

2q2�2q+1 (2q
2 � 5q + 4)� q2

q2+(1�q)2 = q
2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2

2q2�2q+1

or,

(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
3 � q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
3 = q2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2

2q2�2q+1

This strategy brings with it an additional cost of:

c+ c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q) +
(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
�
+ c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
2 + (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
2
�

= c
q2+(1�q)2 (2q

4 � 4q3 + 3q2 � q + 1)

or,
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c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 q +
(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
�
+ 2c

�
q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q) q +
(1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q (1� q)
�

+3c
�

q2

q2+(1�q)2 (1� q)
2 + (1�q)2

q2+(1�q)2 q
2
�
= c

2q2�2q+1 (2q
4 � 4q3 + 3q2 � q + 1)

Therefore, the SIG will fund voter 3 after a 2-0 start if:

c < �b
q2(2q�1) (q�1)2

q2+(1�q)2
1

q2+(1�q)2
(2q4�4q3+3q2�q+1) = �bq

2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2
2q4�4q3+3q2�q+1 = cseq

If cseq < cst, then there will be circumstances under which a Super Tuesday

calendar outperforms a sequential calendar. This is because, when c 2 (cseq; cst),

the Super Tuesday calendar will continue to fund campaigns when they start 2-

0 and go to 2-1, while with the sequential calendar funding would stop at 2-0.

The Super Tuesday calendar takes advantage of the uncertainty about whether

the election will start 2-0 or 1-1. Because the two calendars are identical after

voter 3, this advantage is the only di¤erence in this range. It is di¢ cult to verify

algebraically that cseq < cst, but straight forward to do so numerically as we need

only check that the inequality holds for values of q in
�
1
2
; 1
�
:

cst � cseq = 6q5�15q4+12q3�3q2
1+q(1�q)(1+6q(1�q)) � q

2 (2q � 1) (q�1)2
2q4�4q3+3q2�q+1 > 0
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In a sequential election, if three campaigns have been �nanced leading to a 2-1

vote lead by one of the candidates, continuing to fund campaigns makes sense for

the SIG only if it is willing to fund until one candidate has three votes. This leads to

electing the correct candidate with probability q2 (3� 2q), while stopping funding

now means the frontrunner will win the election, which is the correct choice with

probability q. The increase in the probability of selecting the correct candidate is

therefore:

q2 (3� 2q)� q = �q (2q2 � 3q + 1)

This strategy leads to additional expected costs of

c+ c (2q (1� q)) = c (�2q2 + 2q + 1).

Or if we derive it di¤erently:

c
�
q2 + (1� q)2

�
+ 4cq (1� q) = c (�2q2 + 2q + 1).

Therefore, the SIG will continue this funding if:

c < �b
�q(2q2�3q+1)
�2q2+2q+1 = ĉseq

On the other hand, if the SIG funds only two date-1 campaigns in a Super

Tuesday election it will fund a third if the election is tied 1-1 in informed votes

after the �rst block has voted, but will never fund more than that because a 2-1 lead

which would ensue could never be overcome by a single informed vote. Therefore,

there may be a range of costs, c 2 (cst; ĉseq), over which the sequential calendar

strictly overperforms the Super Tuesday calendar in expected terms.

ĉseq � cst =
�q(2q2�3q+1)
�2q2+2q+1 � 6q5�15q4+12q3�3q2

1+q(1�q)(1+6q(1�q)) > 0

Again, I verify this inequality numerically.
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